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The Earth Shall Be Full of the Knowledge of the Lord as the Waters Cover the Sea.—Isa. xi. 9.
"Some

trust in chariots and some in horses; but we will remember

the name of the Lord
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Africa.
H. P. and Grace Steigerwald, H.
Frances Davidson, Harvey and Emma
Frey, Adda Engle, Abbie Bert, Sallie
Kreider, Levi Doner, Maria Werkman,
Matoppo Mission, Bulawayo, South Africa.
Jesse R. and Malinda Eyster, Fordsburg,
Box 116, Transvaal, South Africa.
Jacob O. and Mary C. Lehman, New
Primrose, G. M. Co., Germiston, South
Africa.
India.
A. L., Mrs. A. L. and Ezra Musser, Maggie Landis, Ghaseeri Mundi, Lucknow, India.
D. W. and Mrs. D. W. Zook, Sripat,
Purunia, Bankura district, Bengal, India.
Josiah and Rhoda Z. Martin, Raghunathpur P. O. Manbhoom district, India.
N. H. and Mrs. N. H. Reichard, Raj
Nandgoan C. P. B. & N. Ry., India.
Fanny Hoffman, Khamgeon, India.
Central America.
Mrs. William Keech, nee Hoffman, San
Salvador, Salvador, Central America.
" T h e rainbow is the symbol of hope,
and the man who sees Christ enthroned above all earthly activities and convulsions is the true optimist."
• • •
God does not mock us with impossible commands. F o r every demand
he makes there is adequate grace supplied.—Chadwick.

I have asked the soloist to sing an
old familiar piece, " W h e r e is my wandering boy to-night?"
announced
the minister of a large city church one
Sabbath evening. •
T h e great organ dropped softly the
opening strains of that sweet hymn,
and a woman rose and sang as sweetly
as human voice can sing. W h e n she
came to the chorus many were in tears,
and away upstairs in the gallery an old
lady was sobbing to herself, and swaying gently to and fro as if in pain.
"Once he was pure as the morning dew—
As he knelt at his mother's knee,
No face was so bright, no heart more true,
And none was so sweet as he."
T h e singer's voice seemed to break,
and upstairs the little old lady was
passing out. She could bear it no
longer.
Across the gallery from where she
sat, off in a dark corner, a tramp was
sitting in a shame-faced attitude, listening too. H e saw her go, and immediately got up himself, and left so
quietly that his exit was unnoticed.
Down the street she went, almost
overcome with pent-up grief, and after
her, a short distance, followed he of
the wandering tribe. At last she turned into a street where the houses were
of the poorest kind, and stopped in
front of one of them and unlocked
the front door and went in.
She lit the lamp, but forgot to draw
the window shade, and kneeling down
by an old rocking chair, she wept as if
her heart would break. By-and-by
she became calmer, and the tramp,
watching outside saw her lips move
as if in prayer. Something was tugging at his heart, and he stepped close
to the window that he might hear, if
possible, what she was saying.
" O h Father, he was my own little
lad and I loved him so and prayed
such great things for him. It may be
he's an outcast to-night, and far down
in the ways of sin, but oh, my Father,
in loving kindness bring him back,
for I need him so, and I love him so
— " the sobbing was starting again
and she could not go on.
Outside the house a struggle was
going on. H e had been acquainted
with the ways of sin so long. His

our God."—Psa.

xx. 7.
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heart was hardened, and he was almost turning away when he heard the
sweet old voice again—"I know he'll
come, F a t h e r ; he'll come back to me,
my laddie!"
The old name awakened memories
of the days when she had sung him to
sleep and said, "Good-night laddie,
mother's own man of the h o u s e ! "
Tears came into his eyes for the first
time in years.
H e opened the door and walked in
where she was, and, trying to stop
that awful choking in his throat, said,
" Y o u r prayer is answered, mother,
I've come back. There, there, little
woman, don't cry like that, I can't
stand it you know."
But tears of joy soon cease to flow
and she clung to him and said brokenly,—"You're very welcome, laddie, for
I've been looking for you and God is
good, so good.—Selected by F . Elliott.
There are no infallible men. Moses
spoke unadvisedly; Elijah was a man
of like passions with ourselves; Peter
dissembled at Antioch; Paul, in selfforgetting love for Israel, went up tq
Jerusalem bound in his own spirit.
T h e Lord neither casts off, nor disowns before men, his servants whose
hearts are true to him, even though
they are not faultless. Moses is vouchsafed the solacing view from P i s g a h ;
an angel feeds discouraged E l i j a h ;
and the Lord himself bids Paul to be
of good cheer. To Paul, restored to
unclouded communion, is given the
mighty Prison Ministry.
Xero's
household hears the gospel and sends
salutations to Philippi, and the ineffable truths of Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Second Timothy,
and Philemon burst like rays of glory
from the darkness of Paul's Roman
dungeon.
T h e Scriptures, "given by inspiration of God," and in the "words which
the Holy Ghost teacheth" ( I . Cor. ii.
13; II. Tim. iii. 16) are infallible, not
the men w h o wrote them.—Scofield.
I notiss one t h i n g : when a man gits
into a tite spot he don't never send for
his friend, the devil, to git him out.
•^ •
Excuses are commonest with those
who are afraid to dare.
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EDITORIAL.
Ministers' Certificates.
Brethren in the ministry who desire
to obtain Certificates can do so by
ordering from S. R. Smith, Conference Secretary, 36 N . Cameron street,
Harrisburg, Pa., enclosing five cents
to bear the expense of same.
Conference Minutes can be had by
ordering of Bro. S. R. Smith, 36 N .
Cameron street, Harrisburg, Pa., and
making remittance at the rate of five
cents per copy.
Conference of 1906.
T h e editor was not in attendance
at General Conference this year, but
we are glad to hear that the occasion
was one of interest and benefit to
those who attended, and, it is hoped,
will benefit the wdiole church in her
work of extending the kingdom of
God upon the earth. One of our Associate editors, Elder W . O. Baker,
kindly sent in a brief outline of what
he saw and how it impressed him,
which we give to our r e a d e r s :
Conference of 1906 convened at the
Gospel Temple, Des Moines, Iowa,
May 16, 1906. A goodly number of
members were present at the opening
service. . T h e organization was
effected by electing as Moderator
Bishop Martin Oberholser; first assistant, Bishop Jacob H . E n g l e ; second assistant, Bishop W . O. B a k e r ;
brother Jno. N . Hoover, Secretary;
Girven Bearss, Assistant Secretary;
Martin L. Hoffman, Reading Clerk;
S. R. Smith being permanent Secretary.
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The ordinary business of General
Conference now commenced and went
on in its usual way—generally harmonious. While there were differences of opinion, the spirit of
forbearance was felt. T h e gathering is
a pleasant one. It is always pleasant
to meet our brethren and sisters, and
these councils are worth the time,
trouble and expense for the social and
spiritual benefit they confer upon the
local and general bodies. Much important business was transacted. T h e
weather is nice, the city is attractive,
the people surrounding Gospel Temple are friendly and accommodating.
L a s t evening Bro. J o h n H . Engle delivered a Sunday-school address, and
brother T. A. L o n g preached a missionary sermon. Business was resumed this morning, and there is much
to do yet. This being the last day of
the session.
T h e subject of a Missionary Training H o m e and Bible School received
attention and was well discussed.
This sentiment is evidently growing
in the church and will develop into
healthy fruit in the near future. T h e
mission work, home and foreign, also
has a strong hold on the church and
is also growing. God is preparing
the church to take its place in the
great work of winning the world for
Christ.
Love and peace seemed to be the
prevailing sentiments in the Conference. Justice and righteousness are
not forgotten. W e hope and trust
God will bless the work of this Conference for his glory and the good of
many souls. This small and humble
people are instrumental in the hands
of God in bringing about his great
consummation in this world in a
small and humble part.
Missionaries Sail.
Brother and Sister I. O. Lehman,
African Missionaries, who were home
on furlough since April, 1905, sailed
on their return voyage from
New
Y o r k on May 26. W i t h them sailed
Sister Maria W e r k m a n , of Kansas,
who will join the workers at the
Matoppo Mission.
An interesting
farewell meeting was held for them at
the Messiah H o m e chapel, H a r r i s burg, Pa., on Sunday evening, May
20. May they have a safe voyage,
and reach their stations in safety, and
may they be much used of the L o r d in
winning souls to Christ.
W h e n the tabernacle was to be
built in the wilderness there were
many whose hearts were willing to
contribute abundantly in material and
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labor. Willing hearts are needed today to carry on any benevolent work.
There is real need of some willing
sisters to help out with the work at
the Messiah Home, in sewing and
waiting on the aged, feeble and sick
ones. It is confidently hoped by t h e
management that the L o r d may stir
up several devoted sisters to heed this
call. Such should correspond with
brother A. B. Musser, 68 N . Twelfth
street, Harrisburg, Pa.
An interesting baptismal
service
was held at Hummelstown, Pa., o n
Ascension Day when six applicants
were received into church fellowship
and baptized in Swatara Creek. M a y
those who have thus publicly confessed Christ as their Savior and Lord,
and have covenanted to live for him,
be richly endued with the Holy Spirit
for service, and kept by the power of
God unto eternal life.
The Tobacco Store—Dangerous to t h e
Boys.
" W h e n eight per cent, of the calves
in one section wrere ruined in one year
by mountain lions, the mountain lion
was outlawed, and a vigorous systematic, and
persistent
campaign
of extermination was pursued. W h i l e
twenty per cent, of our boys are injured for life by the liquor traffic, the
liquor business still flourishes, by permission of, and under the protection
of, the laws." This statement which
we quote from " T h e Sunday-School
T i m e s " is startling in its showing
the hold that the liquor traffic has in
the country. But as an observer of
conditions we believe that another institution which is freely tolerated, and
without questioning, in city and village, is more hurtful to the boys than
the saloon. W e refer to the tobacco
and cigar stores with their pool room
and other gambling attachments. W e
are convinced these are really m o r e
dangerous to our boys than the saloons, in that they get the boy first, and
at a time wrhen he is not allowed to
frequent the saloon. This institution
serves as a preparer of t h e grist for
the saloon's grinding later. W e venture the assertion that very few boys
who escape the contamination of the
tobacco store become grist for the saloon. O n e need only to make a t o u r
of observation, evenings, in the vicinity of these places of evil enticements
to be convinced of their baneful influence on boys and young men. T h e
Don't Care spirit receives wonderful
impetus there, and the boy who gets
under the spell of its fascination iswell started on the downward course
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and is ready for the further fascina- tural that these little fellows, should
tion of the saloon. East Harrisburg imitate them by smoking 'little cighas so far successfully resisted the ars,' or cigarettes."
planting of a saloon in its territory,
Annual Letter.
and is to be congratulated for its vigilance on that line, but the institution
Matoppo Mission.
that prepares the grist for the saloon
Another year has rolled around
is permitted to carry on its work without let or hindrance. That tobacco and another year's work at Matoppo
using is destructive to boys physically Mission has been completed. Its vicand mentally is freely asserted by phy- tories and failures, its joys and sorsicians and educators and some pro- rows, its seasons of encouragement
hibitory legislation has been enacted, and of discouragement are of the past.
but as long as, perhaps, ninety-five per The Lord knows all about them. We
cent, of adult males—the fathers of have much to thank him for. The
the boys are worshipers at the shrine lives of all have been precious in his
of the tobacco god, it seems to be a sight. He has put it into the hearts
vain hope that the boys of the genera- of others to join with us in this great
tions before the Millenium will stand work and has permitted one who was
any chance of being saved from the away to return'. His grace has been
same idolatory, or slavery. In Zacha- all-sufficient whatever the trials and
riah viii. 5, there is a picture of the tests which have met us on the way.
Jerusalem that is to be, where the While the work seems to move forstreets will be safe for the boys and ward but slowly at times, yet it congirls to play on. a condition far from tinues to move forward. Only the
what is the prevailing condition now. All-seeing One can tell the real proLust and greed combine to work the gress of the work; for what we may
destruction of the young people, look upon as such, he may regard as
since habits of vice, once established, quite the opposite. On the contrary
remain to be reckoned with in after what seems to us retrogression may
years, and can only be successfully to his surer vision be real spiritual
conquered by the power of the in- .growth. Our report therefore has its
dwelling Christ. But how few be- human limitations.
come willing to give him a chance!
The only missionaries on the field
"I do not wonder that boys smoke during the entire year were Brother
cigarettes," declared an Illinois judge and Sister Steigerwald and Sister
in an address before a Men's Sunday Kreider and upon these together with
Evening Club. This judge has made the native brethren, Matshuba, Ndhlaa record of success in juvenile court lambi and Nyamazane has rested the
work, and had been invited to give an burden of the work, and well have
account of his methods with youthful they borne it. Brother Doner and
law-breakers.
Sister Heise were here for a month
"In juvenile court work, the hard- or so at the opening of the year when
est obstacles we have to overcome are sickness and other causes compelled
the evil consequences arising from them to return to America. August
cigarette-smoking. When persons of the 1st, Sister Davidson, who had
immature years become addicted to been to America on furlough, rethe use of cigarettes and tobacco, it turned together with the new missionaffects their physical, mental and mor- aries. Brother and Sister Frey, Sisal conditions. A: youthful, confirmed ters Bert and Engle. We feel that
cigarette-smoker soon becomes abso- these new ones are a valuable addilutely irresponsible morally, while he tion to the force and we hope they may
is weakened physically and mentally. be much used of God here in Africa.
It is almost impossible to reform such These are all temporarily stationed at
the Mission and helping along in the
a person."
Then, squarely facing his audience work until they go out to form new
in which were hundreds of men whose stations. The Mission has also had
votes had elected him, and whose fu- for a part of the year the presence and
ture votes would be necessary for re- support of Brother and Sister Myers.
election, this judge aimed straight Their deep interest in the cause has
been much appreciated.
words at them:
"But I do not wonder that boys
The temporal affairs can be best
smoke cigarettes. Consider the real understood by reference to the finanmeaning of the word itself—'cigar- cial report of the Mission. . A good
ette.' It means, — a little cigar.
substantial church building with
Boys are great imitators. They imi- brick walls and an iron roof has been
tate men. And so long as they see big erected during the year. This conmen smoking big cigars, it is but na- tains a large audience room and a

small prayer room where morning
and evening worship is held with the
natives. This building was dedicated
November 29. A much needed milkhouse and store-room combined was
also added to the buildings. Efforts
were put forth towards farming and
gardening, but the dry weather greatly affected and shortened the crop.
Three cows and three donkeys were
a valuable addition to the mission
property.
The school work to all appearances
has been quite successful. Brother
Matshuba has had charge at Matoppo Mission and he has done good
and faithful work. Sister Kreider has
also done much toward making that
work successful. In the Winter term
the attendance was larger than at any
previous time in the history of the
Mission, reaching an entire enrollment of 112 with a daily attendance
of from 35 to 70. The parents are
becoming more willing for their children to go to school, especially during
the Winter or dry season, but during
the Summer months the attendance
continues small because the children
are needed in the gardens to dig, and
to watch the animals. When it is
understood that school at this place
means learning to read the Bible and
receiving instruction in it daily, it is
certainly an encouragement that so
many are taking advantage of their
opportunities. Perhaps it should be
added, however, that the irregularity
of attendance on the part of • many
greatly retards their progress. Some
who have attended only occasionally
almost ever since the mission started
are still unable to read, while others
who have attended regularly for only
a few months can read fairly well.
The number of boys and girls staying at the mission during the first
term was twenty-two, and during the
second, twenty. These, as usual,
were in school three and one-half
hours during the day and worked the
rest of the time, the boys being instructed in farming, gardening and
building, and the girls in sewing and
house-work.
Some of these are
Christians and the others have started
in the Lord's service. It requires
money to feed and clothe that many,
but we believe that the result justifies
the expenditure. Coming from their
darkened homes they need special
training to make them strong men and
women in Christ.
The usual church services have been
held each week during the year;
preaching and Sabbath-school on
Sunday, Bible reading both in English and Zulu on Sunday evening, a
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sunrise prayer-meeting for the natives
on Thursday morning and an English
prayer-meeting on Thursday evening.
In addition to these there is a special
class for inquirers on Sunday morning. The attendance at these services
while not large, is fair. There was
a week's meeting following the dedication and the attendance and interest
was good. On Christmas day as usual, a large number were present,
both the audience room and the prayer room being densely crowded, and
some could not enter; the number
present being about five hundred and
fifty. They received their usual present of a tin of salt and of course, a
portion of the word.
Only one has been added to the
church by baptism during the year,
but some who had wandered away
have been reclaimed. We especially
ask the prayers of all God's people in
behalf of the native Christians. As
they go out from us into their homes
or away to work they are assailed
by temptations fierce and strong and
they need prevailing prayer in their
behalf that they may be true to him
who has brought them out of darkness. A number of them are at an age
when they are thinking of marrying
and licentiousness is so common
among them that they need to be almost giants in spiritual strength to be
able to stand. We are sorry to say
that some have yielded to temptation,
but rejoice that prayer has been answered in their behalf and the backslidden have confessed their sins and
again returned to the Father. There
are nineteen in full fellowship at present. We rejoice at this, but it is with
trembling. We know, however, that
God is able to make them stand.
The inquirers' class has been unusually large, over forty having been
enrolled during the year. Some of
these were only transients and had
not fully counted the cost, and others
were within reach only a part of
the year. In some respects this feature of the work has been quite encouraging in that some of the women
and girls are becoming interested.
Generally the class has been composed
of boys" who were staying at the mission, but the past year a number
from the kraals especially of women
and girls entered the class. Some
seem very much in earnest in seeking
to know the ways of the Lord. We
believe that many will rejoice with us
in this as inquiries were frequently
made in America as to why so much
was said about the boys and so little
about the girls. One of the women
is Matshuba's mother, who though
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she is unable to read seems desirous formed into a class where they were
of being the Lord's. Ndhalambi's regularly instructed in God's word
parents also show an interest in the and ways. Of course some of these
work. For a long time they greatly were not as sincere as we would deopposed their son, but the day after sire, but among them are some bright
the dedication of the church during examples of saved ones. Ndhlalambi
the service the father stepped forward also visited a number of times most
and laid a shilling (24c), as an offer- of the kraals within reach and gave
ing, on the table and said, "I have re- the people .the gospel. Sister Engle
pented, I opposed this work but I and Davidson spent the months of
have turned around and am now in September and October at this station
favor of this church and your God." and helped in the work and can testiAnd in some respects a manifest fy to the character of the work done
change has taken place. The change . there and the respect shown Ndhlais not as marked as we would like lambi by the natives.
to see, but only God can see into the
The other mission is about five
heart.
miles West of Matoppo Mission. No
More or less kraal-visiting has been one has been stationed at this place,
done during the year to the various but services were held there once in
kraals within a radius of four miles three weeks during the year until near
of the Mission.
the close when the people requested
While some of the people seem to services once,in two weeks instead of
harden themselves against the truth once in three, which request was
yet one always meets with those who granted. In June at the opening of
the dry season they offered to put up
are glad to listen.
We are praying for an outpouring a schoolhouse if some one would come
of God's Spirit upon these people and and teach them. The schoolhouse
a breaking down of superstitious was built and Brother Nyamazane inwalls and a crying out for salvation. stalled as teacher. He taught five
It seems that the time has come for months walking the five miles mornthem to accept Christ or be cast away ing and evening. The attendance was
altogether. Some of them have heard exceptionally large for a new place.
the gospel for over seven years. Let The daily attendance ranging from
us pray that it may bring life not twenty to fifty-six. Their eagerness
death to them. Could you look into to learn scracely shows a correspondthese faces and see the appearance of ing eagerness to yield themselves to
helplessness depicted thereon, often- the Lord, and yet there seems to be
times, and a reaching out blindly for some fruits of the labors at that place.
something better than they have Nyamazane did faithful work and we
known, we believe you would be of- believe his labors will not be in vain.
tener on your knees in prayer for
We have endeavored to give a meathem and help us to carry them in the ger outline of. the work of the past
arms of faith to him who alone can year. The article would be too
set them free.
lengthy, if we should' enter into details.
Out Stations.
We wish to add yet that Brother
It is fitting that something should and Sister Steigerwald went to Cape
be said about the out stations. There Town in December for a much needed
have been two of these the past year. rest and change, and on account of
The first of these is the Mapane sta- their health. Will you join with us in
tion, about thirty miles South of Ma- praying that the Lord may enable
toppo Mission. Since Brother Doner them to return well in body and rewas obliged to return to America for freshed in spirit for the work at this
a change on account of his health, the place.
work there was in charge of Brother
Yours, in his service,
Ndhlalambi the native teacher. He
T H E WORKERS.
had many discouragements to meet
Bulaivayo, South Africa.
with, but he bravely stood by the work
Yes, sons of God! Power to overuntil the school which started with
come
the world, the flesh, and the devone or two scholars grew to have an
il,
power
to crucifyeverybesettingsin,
entire enrollment of forty-five with an
passion,
lust;
power to shout in triattendance during the Winter season
umph
over
every
trouble and temptaof from ten to twenty-five.
tion of life, "I can do all things
The congregation on Sunday grew
through Christ which strengtheneth
from a very few to a regular attendme!"—D. L. Moody.
ance of from forty to fifty each Sunday. Twenty-four of the scholars
Confess Christ, be confessed by
started in the Lord's service and were Christ.
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OUR BIBLE READING CIRCLE.
Bible S t u d y .

Job xiv.
We this time continue the study of
of Job. I have not given so many
questions as usual, but I ask you to
study carefully all the speeches of Job,
and also of his friends. Of Elihu also,
and particularly that of God. They
all give so many truths concerning
God and his faithfulness and power,
and also of man's weakness and inability. The speeches of Job and his
three friends, however, although they
give many truths, perhaps show too
exalted an opinion of themselves, and
not enough charity for one another.
In the midst of Job's general depression, it is refreshing to note that
he still had some faith left. See cha.
xxiii. "For he knoweth the way that
I take. When he hath tried me I shall
come forth as gold." Again, although
his friends had despised him, and
seemingly God had forsaken him, yet
he said, "I know that my Redeemer
liveth," and that he shall stand the latter day upon the earth, cha. xix. 25.
Can we say as much ? Here he also
uttered a prophecy.
Elihu finally gives a powerful argument in favor of God's faithfulness,
which perhaps paved the way for God
himself to speak. This he did with
such a convincing argument that Job
abhorred himself, and repented in
sackcloth and ashes. And God forgave him, and prospered him much in
his latter days.
What does God mean to teach by
the book of Job? It is generally conceded that among other things he
means to show the relationship between human suffering and guilt, and
whether selfishness is the highest motive for religion. If any of us are
afflicted, and like Job cannot see the
reason for it, let us like Job say, "I
know that my Redeemer liveth;" and,
"When he hath tried me I shall come
out as gold."
QUESTIONS.

(Job xiv. 42).

H o w many times did Eliphaz speak with
Job?
How many times did Bildad?
H o w many times did Zophar?
Were their arguments good in a general
way ?
Do you think they understood Job's case?
W h a t kind of comforters did Job regard them?
W h a t does Job say about wisdom? Chap
xxix.
Can you weigh wisdom with gold?
H o w can we get wisdom?
H o w did those who were even younger
than Job treat him in his affliction?
In earlier years what classes of people
respected him?
W h o was Elihu?
W h a t did he tell Job?
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Was Job justified in justifying himself
and blaming God?
How does God chasten men ?
Was Elihu older or younger than Job?
How did God speak to Job?
How did he show to Job his power?
W h o made and gave power to all things?
Can man be compared with God ?
Should man charge God with injustice?
How great is God's wisdom?
How great is man's wisdom?
Did Job repent?
What did he say?
What did God tell Job's friends?
Did they accept his words and repent?
How was the latter end of Job blessed?
How many sheep, camels, oxen and asses
.did God again give him?
How many sons and daughters?
How many generations did Job yet see?
HARVEY FREY.

N o t e s On I . C o r i n t h i a n s Tiii.

This chapter deals with' one of the
difficulties existing in the church at
Corinth. The question under consideration, and which the Apostle tries to
settle, is whether the members of
Christ's body can consistently eat
"things sacrificed to idols." The following notes on this chapter from the
pen of G. Campbell Morgan are worthy of close reading by our readers
since the question is a larger one than
is indicated by the question statement.
"The next difficulty concerning
which these people had written to him,
(is) that, namely, of "things sacrificed
unto idols." It may be well at the outset briefly to understand the condition
which gave rise to the difficulty. The
phrase, "things sacrificed to idols," refers to those portions of the sacrifices
which were reserved for food. In the
Greek sacrifices, as in Hebrew peace
offerings, some portion was consumed
by fire, and the rest reserved for the
use of priest or worshiper. Such portions were used at the feasts which almost invariably accompanied the sacrifices.' At other times they were sold
in the market place for food, without
any intimation of the fact that they
formed part of animals offered in sacrifice. The question raised evidently
was as to whether the members of the
church in Corinth ought, under any
circumstances, to eat part of these
heathen sacrifices.
Evidently there
were some who claimed the right to
do so, and others who felt that in
some sense such participation involved
them in compromise with the heathen
idolatry.
"In dealing with the question the
Apostle, by contrasting knowledge and
love, lays down a principle that is of
far wider application than the subject
itself demands.
He shows that
"knowledge puffeth up," while "love
edifieth," or "buildeth up," and thus
reveals at once love, rather than knowledge, as the true principle of action.
"He then considers the eating of

'things sacrifkect-tQidols,' first, in the
light of knowledge ( v s ^ - 6 ) ; anrTsubsequently, in the light of love (vs t 713). If knowledge is the simple^prirf=
ciple, then because an idol is nothing
there can be no meaning or value in
sacrifices offered to idols. The evident deduction is that in the light of
knowledge a man may eat most certainly. There is neither sacredness
nor profanity in meat offered to idols
because idols are non-existent. Howbeit, the Apostle says, all men have
not that knowledge. There are-those
who have been used until now to the
idol. They have considered it as real,
and their standpoint of judgment,
while evidencing the weakness of their
knowledge, is nevertheless real unto
them.
"The Christian principle of love demands consideration of the weakness
of such; consequently the question of
whether such meat is to be eatenbythe
Christian must ever be decided on the
basis of that principle. The Apostle
summarizes the whole position in the
superlative words with which the section closes : "If meat causeth my brother to stumble, I will eat no flesh for
evermore, that I-cause not my brother
to stumble." A merely logical man
will demand the right to eat. A man
acting under the principle of love will
be prepared to forfeit his right for his
brothers."
Jj:
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"As Israel, called not merely for
personal blessing, but for the revelation of God to the surrounding nations,
falling into the sins of the nations,
perished; so those whose goal is not
merely that of personal salvation, but
of the salvation and edification of
others, must govern their actions by
that fact, or they themselves may be
overthrown and rejected."
* * * * * * * *
"The test of Christian action is expediency. The test of expediency is
edification. The test of edification is
the good of the other."
"The all-governing fact in the life
of the Christian is that he belongs to
the Lord, and, whatsoever his local
circumstances may be, he is to act as
his (the Lord's) bond-servant, and
and live the life of loyalty, and fellowship."
"Neither Christians nor unbelievers
are saved of their records. They are
saved or lost both here and hereafter
because they accept or reject the life
that is in Christ."
•• •
We should confess Christ because
he commands it.
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If Wo Suffer W e Shall R e i g n .

/

Much is there for us to suffer,
If we do the Master's will:
If we truly follow Jesus,
W e must climb up Calvary's hill;
We must take our cross and bear it,
Must the crucifixion share,
Must go with him through the garden,
Join in agonizing prayer.
W e must be his little children,
If we'd enter heaven's gate;
We must learn like them from Father,
Learn to labor, love and wait.
We must know our name's recorded
In the Lamb's great Book of life;
Mus*t not be a doubting Thomas,
Must be conquerors in the strife.
We must know that we are buried
'Neath the crimson, cleansing tide;
W e must know that all our treasures
Are stored away on the other side.
W e must live a life that's holy.
Upon which there is no stain:
And when our suffering on earth is over
With him we'll in glory reign.
W e will be like him despised
And rejected by our own.
But our kind and heavenly Father
Smiles upon us from his throne.
Why then should we faint or falter,
Though the thorns and briers pierce.
If we love Him, we should gladly
Be a living sacrifice.
If we suffer we shall reign.
How I love to tell the story;
If on earth we suffer for him.
With him we shall reign in glory.
—Selected by Sr. Williams.
For
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A n Answer.
In the
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of

March 15, we noticed that brother
Alexander wishes to have some information regarding the trinitv and
baptism.
We believe that all are aware that
during the Christian era there always
were some who denied the divinity of
Christ, and also the personality of the
Holy Spirit. We do not deem it
necessary to enter into details of the
different doctrines that were extant in
the early Christian church concerning
the divinity of Christ, and also of the
personality of the Holy Spirit, but
suffice it to say that such doctrines
that were in opposition to the divinity
of Christ, and the personality of the
Holy Spirit, were always regarded by
the orthodox church as heretical, and
their advocates were consequently always excluded from the pale of the
church.
We will therefore confine ourself to
the task of giving to our readers an
outline of the development of the Confession of Faith which is generally accepted by those who believe in the
Trinity.
Creeds, or Confessions of Faith,
may be defined as authorized formularies of Christian doctrine. Their
special description belongs to the history of theology. Creeds are a gen-
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eral growth in the history of the
Christian church. Their rudiments
may be said, to have existed from its
foundation—from the answer of Peter
to our Lord, when asked, "Whom do
men say that I am?" "Thou art the
Christ." (Mark viii. 27-29) ; or the
statement of Paul in Rom. x. 9: "If
thou shalt confess with thy mouth the
Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine
heart that God hath raised him from
the dead, thou shalt be saved." All
subsequent confessions of faith are,
however, more or less developments
of the original baptismal formula, derived from the commission in Math,
xxviii. 19 : "Go ye therefore and teach
(make disciples of) all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost." From this simple acknowledgment of the threefold name, possibly from the still simpler acknowledgment of Jesus as "the Christ" or
Messiah, have sprung all the more
elaborate creeds of the Christian
church.
Writers on the creeds have professed to find in the later writings of the
New Testament traces of a more definite summary of belief; as in the allusions of II. Tim. i. 13; I. Tim. vi.
20; II. Tim. i. 14, etc. But it is not
till a much later age, the age of Trenaeus and Tertullian (175-200) that we
meet with any definite summaries of
Christian belief. The creed of Trenaeus, which is found in the treatise of
Trenaeus against Heresies, reads thus:
"Complete faith in one God Almighty,
of whom are all things; and in the
Son of God, Jesus Christ our Lord, by
whom are all things, and his dispensations by which the Son of God became
man: also a firm trust in the Spirit of
God, who hath set forth the dispensations of the Father and the Son, dwelling with each successive race of men,
as the Father willed."
Then the Tertullian creed reads:
"Believing in one only God omnipotent, the Maker of the universe, and
his Son Jesus Christ, born of the Virgin Mary, crucified under Pontius
Pilate, raised again from the dead on
the third day, received in the heavens,
sitting now at the right hand of the
Father, about to come to judge the
quick and the dead through the resurrection of the flesh as well (as of the
spirit)."
Turning to the church of Rome in
the second half of the third century,
we meet with fragments of a creed
corresponding more nearly to the form
which the creed ultimately assumed in
the West. It requires faith "in the
God the Father and Lord omnipotent,
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the most perfect Maker of all things
* * also in the Son of God, Christ
Jesus, our Lord God, but Son of God
* * also in the Holy Spirit."
These may be said to represent all
the distinctive authorities in creed
literature before the formation of an
authorized creed at Nicaea in 325. It
is, however, sufficiently evident that
"confessions of faith" or rules or
"standards of truth" existed in the
ante-Nicene church from the age of
Trenaeus or the last quarter of the
second century, and there is every
reason to conclude that candidates for
baptism were always required to profess their belief in the name of the
Father, and the Son, and the Holy
Ghost. But it is equally evident that
there was no rule of faith universally
accepted by the church up to the time
of the Nicene council.
This first oecumenical council met
at Nicaea in Bithynia in the Summer
of the year 325. It contained about
318 bishops. Besides prelates there
was a large number of presbyters and
attendants.
The confession of Nice runs thus:
"We believe in one God, the Father
Almighty, Creator of all things visible and invisible; and in one Lord
Jesus Christ, the Son of God, only begotten of the Father, of the substance
of the Father, God of God, Light of
Light, very God of very God, begotten,
not made, being of the same substance
with the Father, by whom all things
were made in heaven and in earth,
who for us men and our salvation
came down from heaven, was incarnate, was made man, suffered, rose
again the third day, ascended into the
heavens, and will come to judge the
living and the dead. And in the Holy
Ghost."
We have now given, in answer to
the querist and to the readers of the
VISITOR in general, some extracts of
the creeds, or the confession of faith
of the fathers of the primitive church
regarding the Trinity. At first an authorized creed by the church was unnecessary. But as time went on and
heresies began to increase and to creep
into the church, an established creed
was felt to be necessary for the good
of the church. Hence the Nicene
council, and its creed. And it is said
in the first canon of the council that
"the creed of the 318 bishops assembled at Nicaea shall not be made
void, but remain for ever."
Much more could be said as regards
the Trinity, but we will only add a
few of the early church fathers' views
in regard to baptism by trine immersion in honor of the Trinitv.
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W e will begin with Tertullian. A.
D. 160-220: "After t h e resurrection,
promising he would send the promise
of the F a t h e r ; and lastly, commanding that they should immerse into the
Father, and the Son, and of t h e Holy
Spirit; not into one name, for we a r e
immersed for each name, into each
person, not once, but thrice."
Chrysostom, A. D . 347-407: "Christ
delivered to his disciples one baptism,
in three immersions of the body, when
he said unto them, 'Go, teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of
the Father, a n d of the Son, a n d of the
H o l y Ghost.' "
Augustine, A. D . 354-430: "After
you professed your belief, three times
did we submerge your head in the
sacred fountain."
T h u s we see that these early church
fathers, and there are still others whom
we could mention, showed their faith
in t h e Trinity by immersing the candidate for baptism once in each of the
three names of the God-head. This
ought to be sufficient proof to all that
the doctrine of the Trinity is the orthodox doctrine, and that trine immersion is the original mode of baptism,
and that all other doctrines concerning
the Trinity, a n d the different forms of
baptism a r e deviations from t h e orig-
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forbearance on man's side of the
scale, so that after all the scales can
swing on the balance a n d God will
be pleased with u s ; but this king had
not lived such a life, but rather one
of sin and wickedness, and consequently death followed.
May this incident of K i n g Belshazzar be a warning to every one of us,
both saint and sinner. M a y we always be sure that we have the right
material in possession, such that will
not be found too light when we a r e
weighed in the balances of God's
judgment. W e should always remember that we have to deal with a righteous God and, as the apostle has said,
" I t is a fearful thing to fall into the
hands of a living God." ( H e b . x. 31.)
W e must remember that God is as
righteous as he is merciful, "for we
know that he has said, Vengeance belongeth unto me, I will recompense,
saith the L o r d , " and again, " T h e Lord
shall j u d g e his people."

queen according to royal etiquette,
should remain seated. A t trie-proper
time the great audience rose and sto'-,,}
in reverent silence witn~bowed heads_
It was noticed that the young queen
was deeply moved. Tears were in her
eyes, her form trembled with emotion,
and when the words rang out, "Crown
Him, K i n g of kings and Lord of
lords," she refused to sit any longer,
and, in spite of royal etiquette, rose
and stood with her crowned head bowed before Christ.
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

Missionary Ckain Letters.

In the past two years I have received
three copies of missionary chain letters, each of a different chain.
One was a post card with three
cards to the link, one was a letter with
five to the link, and the last a post
card with five to the link, proving they
were of different chains. W e cannot
question for a moment, or do we want
to,
but what these letters were written
David says, "Surely men of low dewith
a good purpose in view, and a
gree a r e vanity and men of high desincere
motive.
gree a r e a l i e : to be laid in the balIt is perfectly right for us to pray
ance they a r e altogether lighter than
the Lord of t h e harvest to send forth
vanity." ( P s . lxii. 9.)
Those of my readers who have not laborers, but I notice these letters reyet forsaken sin with all its vanities, quest the earnest prayers of each inshould call upon God at once, or, when dividual concerned, that the chain may
inal.
CHARLES BAKER.
the day of grace h a s passed and you not be broken until one thousand links
will have to appear before the Great have been reached. In reference to
Batteau, Ont.
and Righteous Judge, you will be laid the latter prayer let us notice some
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.
aside in the balances with the most facts.
Weighed and Found Wanting 1 .
The following is taken from the
wicked of both low and high degree,
" T h o u a r e weighed in t h e balances, and you will be found as David said, " W a y of Faith," of April 26, 1906:
"But in regard to praying that the
and a r t found wanting." (Dan. v. 27.) "Altogether lighter than vanity." M a y
W e find that the above words were we w h o have said yes to God be on chain may not be broken, the following
written by an unknown hand on the our guard that we are not entangled statements may be of interest:
" T h e chain started with five letters
wall in the palace of K i n g Belshazzar, with these vanishable things a n d built
d u r i n g a great feast which he h a d on hay, stubble o r straw, which would numbered one. If each person receivmade to a thousand of his lords. T h e find us too light when we a r e weighed ing one of these five" letters complied
king had lived a life of sin a n d world- in the balances; but let us build on with the request there mould be 25
ly pleasure, and had even at this very- gold, silver a n d precious stones, so letters numbered 2. If the chain was
feast done a very wicked act, when h e that we may not be found wanting, but not broken the same ratio of increase
had ordered that the golden a n d silver that all m a y be well, a n d may o u r would continue and there would be
(931
vessels which his father
Nebuchad- prayer always be that of Job, when he 931,000,000,000,000,000,000
nezzar had taken out of the Temple said, " L e t m e be weighed in an even quintillion) letters numbered 30. " A l which was at Jerusalem, to be brought balance, that God may know mine in- together, up to and including N o . 30
that he and his princes, his wives and tegrity." ( J o b xxii. 6.)
there would have been written over
his concubines, might drink
from
1,100,000,000,000,000,000,000, letters,
Y o u r brother in Christ,
them. This act greatly displeased
on
which the postage alone would be
Florin, Pa.
LEVI F. SHEETZ.
God, w h o sent the hand t o write t h e
22 quintillion dollars. In order to pay
king's doom on t h e wall, in which it
T h e festivities of Queen Victoria's this the entire amount of gold in use
was told him that he was weighed coronation week closed with a rendi- for all purposes in the world would
in the balances a n d found wanting. tion of Handel's "Messiah," with t h e have to be paid for stamps 1,800, 000
His delight in worldly pleasure a n d best musicians and t h e finest instru- times.
sinfulness were found too light for ments that Great Britain could fur"If these letters were tied 25 in a
God's righteous- judgment. H a d he nish. Royalty and nobility were pres- package 3x6x1 inches in dimensions,
been a pious and God-fearing man, ent. As the music began, a lady in and corded u p in the State of Ohio
his righteous a n d good deeds would waiting went t o the queen and told h e r they would bury the entire State under
have been more equal to God's right- that when the "Hallelujah Chorus" a pile of letters 76 miles in depth. O r
eousness, but man's righteousness can should be reached all t h e audience these letters would cover the entire
never be fully equal to that of his would stand a n d remain with bowed United States to a depth of one mile.
Master, yet God will a d d mercy and heads till it was finished; only t h e W e r e these packages placed on edge
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as the bricks in our city pavements manded by Christ, taught and practicthey;^would pave a street from the ed by his holy Apostles.
^ a r t h to the s u n and seven hundred
I have also a quotation w h i c h m a y
niles in width.
be found on page 39 of his Latin work
" O r if these letters were equally dis- on baptism which reads as follows in
tributed a m o n g the inhabitants of the literal English, "Let the Princes stand
world each m a n , woman and child against it as they please; let the learnwould have 743 thousand million let- ed with the acuteness of their mind
stand against it as they are capable;
ters.
''Should you pile your letters in tiers yea, let all who a r e under t h e heaven
11 feet high they would cover a 640 stand agains it in whichever way. thej
acre farm. Allowing J4 ounce for the can, This is that only mode of baptisweight of each letter you would have ing which Jesus himself has instituted
5,700,000 tons of mail as your share. and which his Apostles liave taught
"If you could count sixty per minute and practiced."
for ten hours each week day it would
A B R A H A M H . CASSEL.
require 65,000 years for you to count
In "Quotations on Baptism," by J.
your letters. This is ten times as long M. Cramp. H e says, " T h e manner in
as the chronology gives since the days which baptism was administered in the
of Adam.
early ages of the church, was immer"These calculations are all given in sion. A n d not only so, but trine imround numbers, below the actual fig- mersion. This was first mentioned by
ures, and we should remember that Tertulian about the beginning of the
they are based upon the chain u n - third century, and is continually r e broken at 30, while we were requested ferred to by other writers for several
to pray that it might not be broken centuries afterwards. Jerome, for inuntil 1,000 links had been formed. stance, who died A. D . 420, says, ' W e
" O u g h t this not t o remind us that are thrice immersed.' T h e Council in
we need to pray intelligently? A t Trullo, A. D . 692, condemned the E u nomians for practicing one immersion
least let us pray within the limits of
only. A Council in England, A. D .
the possible."
816,
commanded t h e priests ' n o t t o
B. L. BYER, ;
pour
water on the heads of t h e chilUpland, Cal.
dren, b u t to immerse them according
Testimony on Baptism.
to the example of the Son of God.'
T
h e Greek church still practices trine
A letter from Abraham H . Cassel,
immersion,
once in the Name of the
of Harleysville, Pa., to H . N . Graybill,
Father,
once
in the name of the Son,
dated February 18, 1871:
and
t
h
e
third
time in the name of the
R E S P E C T E D F R I E N D : • I h a v e an imHoly
Ghost.
perfect copy of Menno Simon's complete works. It is a very large folio,
and contains about twice as much matter as our common editions. It was
printed in Amsterdam, A. D., 1681.
But the most valuable of his works is
a small volume written exclusively on
baptism, and was the first he ever
published; also in Amsterdam in
1539 A. D . T o my knowledge there
is not another copy t o be found anywhere. It is an autograph and was
printed when he was in the prime of
life. A s it is such a rarity I will give
you the title verbatim :
" E r k l a r u n g Christligen Taufe
in dem Wasser, Durch Menno Simon
ans dem W o r t e Gottes. I n was mannier das von Christo Jesu
befolen
ist u n d von seimen heiligen Apostlen
gelert und gebraucht is.
On page 24, of this work he says,
"After we have searched ever so diligently by day and by night, we shall
absolutely find no other baptism besides dipping in vmter which is acceptable to God and maintained in his
word."
This he says, is t h e baptism com-

Charles Wesley insisted that healthy
children should be baptized by trine
immersion, Jackson's life of Charles
Wesley, Vol. 1, page 54.
In a sermon on baptism preached in
Lancaster, Pa., 1842, John Winebrenner said, " T h e Greek Church, in all
its branches, practices immersion."
Sir P . Ricant says, "This church
holds thrice dipping as necessary to
the form of baptism as water to the
matter.
Dr. J. G. King, " T h e Greek Church
uniformly practices triune immersion,
undoubtedly the most primitive manner."
ANCIENT

FATHERS : Barnabas,

We

go down into the water but come up
out again."
Tertulian, " W e go down into the
water and are immersed three times,"
Book of Martyrs, page 72.
REFORMERS : Luther says, " B a p tism is a Greek word and may be translated immersion as when we immerse
anything in water." Calvin says, " T h e
word baptize signifies t o immerse and
it is certain immersion was the practice
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of the ancient Church," " M a r y Welsh
was baptized according to the customs
of the first church, and the rule of t h e
Church of England, by immersion."
John Wesley's Journal, D r . A d a m
Clark, " T h a t the baptism of J o h n w a s
by plunging the body seems to appear
from those things which are related
of him, namely that he baptized in
Jordan, a n d that because there w a s
much water t h e r e ; and that Christ
being baptized, came u p out of t h e
water, Philip and the Eunich went
down into the water." See notes on
baptism at the end of Mark in Clark's
Commentary.—Selected a n d arranged
by D . B . Keeports.
'Take i t Off.'
N o t a sparrow falleth t o the ground
without the Father (see Matt. x. 2 9 ) .
"Take that bird off your h a t before
you go to the house of God if you
would worship H i m with a conscience
void of offense," is the advice given
recently by a wise man. I t is good
advice, and well worthy of repetition.
T a k e that bird off, my earnest-hearted Christian girl. It once belonged t o
the choir of the heavens, a n d soared
and sang among the forests of Italy,
but one day it was caught and held on
the slimed branches of a tree. A bird
had been captured, blinded by the redhot iron, caged a n d h u n g in a tree,
that, by its pitiful cries sympathizing
friends might be attracted to its vicinity. T h e branches of t h e trees were
slimed for the purpose of holding all
that alighted on them.
Scores of
beautiful birds came at the call of t h e
distressed one, only t o be held fast by
the slime, captured by hunters, robbed
of life, a n d stuffed for millinery purposes.
Italy's woods, once vocal with the
melodies of beautiful birds, a r e nearly
songless to-day, and for w h a t ? T h a t
girls a n d women may ornament their
hats with t h e stuffed skins of these
slaughtered "innocents of t h e a i r . "
Truly, it is a sad comment on the loving kindness of Christian women that
the woods are thus robbed of their
feathered choristers for the sake of
following a fad that causes so much
cruelty and butchery.
Take that "aigrette" off your hat,
my dear Christian girl—that delicate
plume that can only be worn' t o your
shame. I t was once a sort of bridal
ornament of a female white heron, b u t
was torn from h e r back to meet t h e
demands of cruel fashion.
D u r i n g the breeding season this long
white feather springs from t h e back
of t h e white heron a n d egret, dying
down soon after the brood of y o u n g
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birds is reared. The supply is gatherde when the breeding season is well
advanced, the young birds are fully
fledged, but not able to fly; the mother leaves the nest to seek food for
her little family, and returning, is
shot by the waiting hunter. The delicate plume is ruthlessly torn from her
back, and the body of the mother bird
left on the ground to rot, while the
air resounds with the pitiful cries' of
the young ones left in the' nest to
starve. The destruction of the mother
bird to get this plume means an empty
nest for the remainder of that year.
In the southern part of Florida from
forty to sixty hunters scoured the
woods during the season, each man
frequently killing one hundred birds a
day. Is it surprising that milliners'
agents in Florida report that the white
heron is almost extinct in that section
and that they must seek new fields ?
In view of these facts, and remembering, too, that only one of the delicate ornaments grows upon the bird,
and therefore a bunch of six or eight
aigrettes means the destruction of just
so many bird homes, can our girls
continue to wear on their hats these
ornaments which are so suggestive of
desolate homes and starving young
ones?
Take the aigrette off, my dear girl.
It was the pride of the first owner! it
can only be the shame of the wearer.
Take that wing off your hat, my
tender-hearted girl, whose eyes fill
with tears at sight of human misery
and whose gentle heart aches for helpless sufferers. Take the wing off, my
dear. It once belonged to a beautiful
songster, and but for the dictates of
vanity and pride would even now be
the means by which the warbler
mounts to the tree-tops, there to enliven the air with sweet melody.
One day the hunter trapped the
bright plumed singer—shooting would
have injured the beautiful sheen of the
feathers—so the bird was snared and
—vivisected! The wings and beautifully tinted feathers were torn from
the trembling little body, and the bird
left to gasp its life away while its
plumage was sent to add to the display
in some milliner's shop.
In one month one million bobolinks
were killed near Philadelphia. During
the year the plumage of over 3,000,000
birds was received in New York city
alone, one shipment carrying to a single dealer the wings of 400,000 birds.
It is hardly conceivable that noble,
tender-hearted Christian girls and women would encourage this wholesale
slaughter of bird-life if they fully
realized what they are doing. Our
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world is rapidly being converted into
a songless world by the destruction of
orioles, bluebirds, blackbirds, bobolinks, doves, herons, egrets, thrushes,
and whip-poor-wills, all for the sake
of following a fashion that is wicked,
wasteful and not particularly winsome.
If our women and girls will take the
birds, aigrettes, and wings off their
hats that will soon put an end to the
traffic.
"The bonny, bonny little birds!
It is their hour of need;
They have no power to beg for life;
It is for them I plead.
''They have no power to
When pride or fashion
For women who pretend
And, Judas-like betray

cry to us
slays them
to love,
them—

'"For women, who will praise the song,
Then bid them slay the singer,
That the wee head or tortured breast
Some added charm may bring her.
"Could you but see the bright wings torn
From birds alive and bleeding,
And note their quivering agony,
I had no need for pleading.
" T h e wingless form flung in the dirt;
Its deathly pain and terror
Would make in every woman's heart
A bitter sense of terror.''
—Epworth Herald.

•» •

A Different L o o t ' .

It was a beautiful evening in May
when Claude Russell brought home
his young bride, and proudly escorted
her up the graveled path.
He listened with pleasure to her
exclamations of admiration, as she
looked around on the spacious grounds
and smoothly trimmed lawn.
The front doors were open, and they
ascended the broad stone steps, and
entered the hall, where stood the
housekeeper, bowing low7.
The beautiful young bride, tall, fair,
and graceful, looked up the winding
staircase, at the sound of a clear, ringing voice, following which, with light
steps, appeared a bright-faced boy of
thirteen.
"My new mother! Welcome home,
mamma! Welcome home, papa!"
And he stood before them, slim and
erect, with a smiling countenance.
"My son—our son Raymond,
Alice," said Mr. Russell, putting his
arm with a tender caress on the boy's
shoulder, and drawing him proudly
forward.
"Such a beautiful boy!" was her inward comment, as she stooped to kiss
his forehead. "Such a refined, pure
face! And what a perfect gentleman
in manners."
Then she said aloud, "You are not
too old for for me to kiss, Raymond ?"
The lad's fair face flushed slightly,
as he began an eager negative.

"Ray, where is your brother?
Where is Harold?" asked his father,
somewhat hesitatingly.
The boy
shrugged his shoulders, answering
lightly:
"Hiding away in some corner, I
suppose, papa." A slight frown appeared on Mr. Russell's face, as he
said to the housekeeper, "Mrs. Graham tell Harold to come here at once."
And while she was gone he turned
to his young wife, and led her into the
parlor. "I want you to see my poor
afflicted boy, before we go upstairs,
clear. He is not a pleasant sight, but
I want you to meet him now."
Then he added under his breath,
"Then this disagreeable duty will be
over—the first meeting."
Mrs. Graham now returned, ushering in with a slight push Harold Russell, Raymond's twin brother—but
such a contrast! There stood Raymond, well-formed, graceful, smiling,
and behind him, in shuffled a shrunken
little creature, with humped back, bent
shoulders, and an unnaturally large
head. Slowly he came forward, scraping his big feet on the polished floor,
his hands clasping each other nervously, as he raised his head to look up at
his stepmother.
Alice had been told by her husband
about the poor; deformed boy who
had had a terrible accident in his early
childhood, and was partially prepared
for the sight of the afflicted little creature, but, after all, it was a shock to
her sensibilities, and only with great
effort of her will could she hold out
her hand in greeting, and murmur a
few words.
The child, raising his unshapely
head, with its thick masses of fair hair,
gave her one mute, appealing look.
His eyes, large, dark, and beautiful—
his one redeeming feature—had an
eager, plaintive expression, but this
changed in an instant, as he looked
into her face. He quickly read the expression of horror which she vainly
tried to hide, and with a low moan of
mingled defiance and distress, he turned away and swiftly shuffled out of
• sight, heedless of his father's voice,
bidding his return.
Claude Russell turned to his wife,
his face very pale, and his voice faltered as he said, "You and Harold will
have to become acquainted later on.
He is a strange fellow—sensitive and
morbid and hides away from strangers
so much, that it is painful for him to
meet anyone. But come, dear, let us
go upstairs. You must be tired after
your journey."
The young wife was delighted with
everything she saw, as she was taken
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from room to room of the old Russell
homestead, and she would have been
perfectly happy if she could have effaced from her memory the thought
of the little afflicted boy, but this she
could not do.
He did not appear at the seven
o'clock dinner, much to her relief, as
she was ashamed to acknowledge, even
to herself. "He often remains in his
own room, preferring solitude to the
society of others," explained Mr. Russell, but a shade appeared on his face
as he spoke.
Alice was charmed with Ray. He
was unusually intelligent for a boy of
his age, and his stepmother listened
with pleased interest to the conversation between father and son.
"What a charming little fellow he
is, Claude," said his wife, as the boy
left the room, to prepare his studies
for the next day. "I don't wonder
that you are proud of him."
Harold appeared at the breakfasttable, silent and morose, but his brother chattered on, bringing smiles to
the faces of his father and new mother.
"He is indeed a Ray of sunshine,"
exclaimed Alice, later in the morning,
and a very unusual boy, I think as he
is human, I suppose he has faults,
though he seems to me almost perfect.
"Yes, Ray is a fine lad," said his
father, "a little selfish, perhaps, and
inclined to be somewhat conceited,
though this is hardly to be wondered
at, for he is everywhere made much
over. We must not spoil him with
flattery. He has a noble nature, and I
am sure will never stoop to a mean
action. But, Alice, it is far different
with his brother. I hope you can
bring yourself to love him, dear. It
will be easier to put up with his strange
moods and ugly fits of temper if vou
can only love him."
Love him! When the very sight of
the unfortunate child made her shudder!
She hoped that her husband might
never know her feelings regarding his
son. By way of .changing the subject,
she asked if the boy attended school,,
to which Mr. Russell replied in the
negative.
"He has a private tutor, and I imagine he is a great trial to his teacher."
During the day and for many days
following, Alice saw but little of Harold. He seemed to avoid her. If she
came down the broad front stairs, she
often saw him disappearing at the end
of the hall. Now and then she noticed him crouching at a window or in
some corner, but as soon as he saw
her, he hurried away. He came to
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his meals, but was perfectly silent, looked in, and saw, lying on the floor,
his arm around the Maltese cat, the
never speaking unless addressed.
As for Raymond, he and his young form of her stepson. His face was
stepmother were on the best of terms. hidden, and he did not see her.
They played games on the lawn, read
"O, Malta!" he was saying, "if I
to one another, took long walks .to- were a cat like you, how much happier
gether, and practiced duets on the I'd be! Malta, you are my only
piano.
friend ! Papa used to care for me, beSo the Summer passed, and the cool fore she came! And she is always
days of Autumn came on. Claude praising Ray, and petting him. He
Russell noticed that Harold's health, doesn't need it—he gets it everywhere,
never very robust, seemed to be de- and I!—I!—I can never forget how
she looked at me that first day—just
clining. He ate scarcely anything,
and was pale and thin. When ques- as if I had been a monster of some
tioned by his father, he muttered that kind ! I can't help being ugly! Why
he "was well enough." But as Winter was I ever born?"
came on, and he seemed to be growing
And he gave the cat such a tight
weaker, a physician was called in. squeeze that she sprang from him,
Mrs. Russell asked her husband the with an indignant mew. Not noticresult of Dr. Maynard's interview with ing, the boy continued, wildly, "If she
the boy, to which he replied:
would put her hand on my head, the
"He says that Harold will not live way she does to Ray! If she would
to be old, but that with care he may smile at me, just once—not in pity,
live several years. But," he added, but because she loves me—if she only
"what puzzles me, or at least the way knew how I am starving, starving,
out of the difficulty, is a puzzle. He for one kind look or touch! O God,
says that the boy is living too solitary, if she would only love me! But I'm
too isolated a life, that he should have so ugly she can't!"
plenty of lively, cheerful company,
Alice stood motionless at the door,
that he should not be permitted to in- tears in her eyes. She was tempted
dulge in morbid fancies, and to brood to hasten in and comfort the poor boy,
in secret, as he does. Now, how is but felt that the time for that was not
this to be remedied, when he seems then. She was astonished to learn
to shun the companionship of human that he whom all had supposed destibeings? The only object of his af- tute of natural affection, was possessfections seems to be his Maltese cat, ed of a heart which was breaking beand that he almost worships. He is a cause hungry for love! She was
strange lad."
grieved that he had so long been mis"Claude," said his wife, earnestly, understood, yet glad that she might
"I want to win the love of poor Har- now try to break down the barrier beold. I have tried to interest him in tween them.
different things, but he seems to avoid
Going to her room, she threw herme. Do you think, dear"—and she
self on her knees, praying long and
hesitated—"that his heart's affections
earnestly for wisdom in dealing with
have been dwarfed, as well as his
the boy and that she might be able to
But it can hardly be that, give him the love he craved.
bod\
either, for the fact that he lavishes so
Harold did not come to dinner, and
much affection on his cat, shows that
the housekeeper reported that he was
he is not devoid of natural affection.
in bed. with a burning fever. Mr.
And then he seems to be fond of you,
Russell was away, and his wife hasin a quiet way, Claude."
tened to the bedside of her stepson.
"Yes, he realizes that I, being his
He was tossing restlessly back and
father, love him, but I don't think he
forth, his lips swollen, his cheeks
cares for me as much as he once did."
flushed with fever. With a thrill of
Alice tried many times to bridge the
gladness, she realized that the old feelchasm that divided her from her steping of aversion and horror at sight
son, but her efforts were in vain, and
of him had gone, and that her heart
she was discouraged. And so the
was filled with love for the unfortuWinter wore on, and the Spring came
nate child.
again, and Harold Russell grew daily
She placed her hand softly on his
weaker and could hardly crawl around
"shaggy
head, and he opened his large
the house.
beautiful
eyes, and fixed them upon
One morning, as Alice was passing
her.
One
long, searching glance, and
his room, the door being partly ajar,
he
was
satisfied, and exclaimed,
she heard sounds of bitter weeping,
"There's
a
different look now! O,
and the words, "I can't bear it much
thank
God!"
longer! I can't bear it!"
Softly pushing open the door, Alice
(Concluded on page 15.)
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THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL.
This page is prepared by Bro. J. H.

Bngle.

Lesson 12. Jane 17.—The Transfiguration.
Luke
ix. 28-36. Golden Text:
Luke ix. 35.—"This is
my beloved Sons hear him."
28 And it came to pass about eight days after
these sayings, that he took with him Peter and
John and James, and went up into the mountain
to pray. 20 And as he was praying, the fashion
of his countenance was altered, and his raiment
became white and dazzling. 30 And behold, there
talked with him two men, who were Moses and
Elijah; 31 who appeared in glory, and spake of
his decease which he was about to accomplish at
Jerusalem.
32 Now Peter and they that were
with him were heavy with sleep: but when they
were fully awake, they saw his glory, and the two
men that stood with him. 33 And it came to pass,
as they were parting from him, Peter said unto
Jesus, Master, it is good for us to be here: and
let us make three tabernacles; one for thee, and
one for Moses, and one for Elijah:: not knowing
what he said. 34 And while he said these things,
there came a cloud, and oversshadowed them:
and they feared as they entered into the cloud. 35
And a voice came out of the cloud, saying, This
is my Son, my chosen: hear ye him. 36 And
when the voice came, Jesus was found alone, and
told no man in those days any of the things which
they had seen.
[Copyright

by Thomas Kelson & Sons.}

Commit to memory verses 30 and 31.
Daily Food: Monday. (Luke ix. 28-36.)
Tuesday. ( L u k e ix. 37-45.) Wednesday.
(John xii. 23-33.)
Thursday.
(Exodus
xxxiv. 27-35.) Friday. (Isaiah xii. 1-14.)
Saturday. (Rev. xix. n - 2 1 . ) Sunday. ( I I .
Peter i. 16-21.)
When? Autumn of A. D. 29; a week after
the last lesson.
Where?
Mt. Hermon, near Cresarea
Philippi.
Who? Jesus now in the third year of his
public career. Peter fresh from his great
confession. The fact of Jesus' Messiahship
revealed anew.
Read: Stalker's Imago Christi, chap, vii.,
"Christ as a Man of Prayer."
Paradise
Lost, chapters vi. and vii. Phillips Brooks's
Sermon on The
Transfiguration.
Parallel
Passages:
Matt. xvii. 1-13;
Mark ix. 2-13.
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must have comforted our Lord as he faced
the cross, and strengthened the faltering
faith of the disciples, and provides for us
a glimpse into the heavenly employments
and exalted companionships of the heavenly
world.
32. Heavy with sleep.
H o w like the
scene in the garden! Saw
his
glory
only when they were fully awake.
No
more can we. Lord, wake us from our
slumber to behold thy glory.
. .33. Peter said. Who but Peter could be
expected to make this impulsive proposal?
But, how generous! Forgetting himself and
thinking only of the comfort of Jesus,
Moses and Elijah, in the event our Lord
should approve of the prolonged stay upon
mount
34. One of the recorded mysterious appearances of Jehovah to men.
35. My son, my chosen.
Recalling the
voice of approval heard at his baptism.
Hear ye him. A golden rule. The royal
highway to heaven.
36. Held their peace. W h y ? Jesus requested it ( M a t t h e w ) . Disciples could not
yet report it intelligently nor could the people understand it except in the light of later
events, chiefly the resurrection.
LESSONS.

1. H a d Jesus remained in the mountain
the demoniac boy must have gone unhealed
(See Luke ix. 37-43.)
2. Let no man be unmindful of his heavenly visions.
3. The visions of the holy city cheer us
while we pass through the dark valleys, the
thorny wilderness and the desert way, on
our journey towards it.
3. Raphael's "Transfiguration" in the
Vatican at Rome shows how sadly unconscious of the divine power and glory so
near by is the needy multitude at the very
base of the holy mountain.
4. Are you afraid of your visions? Do
they rebuke your sin?
5. Or are you too loathe to leave them?
6. W h o is to blame if our visions of
glory and purity and truth and God and
heaven are infrequent?

COMMENT.

28. Bight Days, including the parts of
days, while Matthew and Mark omitting
these, say, "six days."
These
sayings.
Christ's prediction of his own suffering at
Jerusalem, which must have saddened the
hearts of the disciples. The transfiguration
scene must have been designed in part to
revive their drooping hearts. Peter and
John and James.
Picked witnesses chosen
on account of their superior fitness to observe the mysteries. They were the most
apt learners among the disciples. For these
reasons, doubtless, they were also chosen
at Jairus' house and in Gethesemane. The
mountain, must have been Mt. Hermon
(see map) a fitting place for an experience
so unique. Its location, elevation and topography were alike, well suited to such a
scene. To pray. Wonder if such glory always attended the prayer scenes of Jesus?
W h y should the divine God-man need to
pray? Even he required communion with
the Father. H o w much more w e !
29. Other instances
Acts ix. 3 ; Rev.
i. 16; E x . xxxiv. 29; Acts vi. 15.
Raiment
was white and dazzling.
" N o ravishing
charm of fair faces, noble forms, radiant
colors,^ beautiful .garments, delightful and
majestic scenery,' will be wanting t h e r e !
[In heaven.] What a comfort for homely
people and sordid, poverty-stricken lives!"
—Peloubet.
30. Talked.
W h a t a holy fellowship!
Noble themes in conversation. No "small
talk." No gossip! Moses typifying the law
and the sacrifices, and Elijah the prophecies
which anticipated the coming and the atoning death of Jesus Christ.
Both, like
Christ, had endured a natural fast of forty
days and nights, both had been on the holy
mount in the visions of God."—Alford.
"Both were peculiar in their passing from
earth, Moses receiving the mysterious burial and speedy resurrection (Deut. xxxiv.
6; J u d e ix) and.Elijah not dying at all, I I .
Ki. 2-11."—Select notes.
31. They, also, were in glory—in glorified form. A dignified conversation.
It

REVIEW.
Lesson 13. June 24.—Review.
Golden
Text:
John vii. 46.—"Never man spake like this man."
[Copyright by Thomas Nelson & Sons.]

1. Golden Text for the Q u a r t e r : "Never
man spake like this man." John vii. 46.
2. Let all titles and golden texts of the
quarter be thoroughly reviewed and committed to memory before Sunday.
3. T h e quarter's lessons belong to the
great Galilean ministry. T h e one seeming
exception, Lesson VIII., is suggested by
an incident in Jesus' career and is inserted
by the evangelist.
4. An outline map will help; preferably
one made by the scholars. T h e incidents
lie thickest around Capernaum, but cross
over the Sea in Lessons V I I . and IX.,
reach to Macherus in Lesson V I I I , approach Tyre in Lesson X. and beautiful
Mount Hermon in the last two lessons of
the quarter.
5. T h e quarter begins on a mountain,
presumably the Horns of Hattin, and ends
on the mount of Transfiguration, presumably Hermon.
6. The beginning of the quarter finds
Jesus surrounded by the friendly multitude,
but at the close he is approaching the period
of opposition.
7. T h e first seven lessons belong to the
Summer and Autumn of A. D. 28.. T h e
eighth also reverts to this year. The rest
belong to A. D. 29.
8. Which of the lessons record miracles?
Which parables? Which sermon? Which
conversations ?
9. Plan your work for review Sunday
more than a week ahead. Assign some
work in advance. Make review day to
some extent a day of drill. Use the blackboard. Determine to make the quarterly
reviews so interesting that scholars will
not think of it as "a p-ood day t o go visiting."
10. Take a look ahead into the lessons
of the third quarter. '

n
QUESTIONS ANSWERED.

Indiana.
How do you manage to keep
up the teachers' meeting, especially in the
country ?—H. S.
I. Believe that it must be kept up at all
hazards. 2. What must be can be. 3.
Determine that a small attendance shall not
be deemed sufficient cause to stop it. 4.
Determine that nothing short of death or
severe sickness shall prevent your presence.
5. Keep inviting those that should come
and do not despair- if they fail to come.
6. Keep sweet. 7. Do not make it an
open meeting for everybody. It is a teachers' meeting, for teachers, substitute teachers, prospective teachers and officers. 8.
Begin and close always' on time. 9. Do
not take "turn about" in leading. Let the
best talent lead for say a month or a quarter at a time. 10. Use the blackboard. I I .
Meet in private homes if found more convenient. 12 Make the devotions an important feature but not a lengthy one. 13.
Limit the number of minutes to be devoted
to the lesson—and get through. T h e teachers must feel that there is a sense of. completeness to the program or they will lose
respect. 14. Provide for the systematic review of some standard book—a chapter a
week, by different members of the meeting.
Hamill's " T h e Sunday-school Teacher,"
"Sunday-school Success," by Wells, or "Trie
Modern Sunday-school," by Vincent would
be good books for the purpose. 15. Keep
definite record of the attendance and punctuality of all the members. 16. Let your
delegates to Sunday-school meetings report
to the teachers' meeting. 17. Send your
team for those that cannot walk. 18. Send
some one to care for the family of a busy
mother teacher.
19.
Pray for it. Ask
the minister to pray definitely for the teachers and the teachers' meeting. 20. Ask
the minister to preach on " T h e Teaching
Function" of the church. 21. Pay the
price. Invest time and energy and prayer
and money. A successful teachers' meeting is too good a thing to have for nothing.
P u t heart-sweat into it.
Ontario.
Do you not think our young
members should be made responsible as
officers and teachers ?—P. C.
I certainly do. They need to learn how
in order to do well. The best way to learn
how is to practice. T r y to find some duty
for every one.
Mendota, Mo. Do you not think young
children should be encouraged to profess
Christ?—M. M.
By all means, yes! One of the saddest
facts to be noted among Christian parents
is the . tendency to assume that children
must have the same kind of religious experiences that their grown-up parents had.
T h e more simple and deliberate a child's
conversion, the more surely will it "hold
out," provided it is nourished wisely with
proper spiritual food by the parents, and
ministers and teachers.
A d d r e s s at D e s Moines.
[Following is a condensed outline of the
address given at the Des Moines Conference on the Sunday-school:
An honor and a privilege to plead the
cause of the Sunday-school before General
Conference. Happily, arguments in defense
no longer required. But few congregations
in the church still blinded to its privileges
and benefits.]
1. What is the
Sunday-school?
Not "the nursery of the church."
Not a mere device for keeping the children out of mischief.
Not a singing school.
Not an independent organism.
But what?
A school!
A Sabbath school? A Sunday-school?
A Lord's Day school? A
Bible school ? A First Day school ? No
time to quarrel over the name. Of all
things a school!
A religious school, of
course, but a school.
The school of the
church.
Many definitions. Best yet found: " T h e
Bible-studying and Bible-teaching service
of the church."
(Continued on page 16.)
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Love Feasts.
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sus says, " A s k and ye shall receive." L e t
us be faithful till Jesus comes.
Your brother,
PETER STOVER.

Pennsylvania.
Air Hill, Franklin county,
J u n e 5-6.
Come to Scotland on the C. V. R. R. or
to Culbertson on the W . M. R. R.
Silverdale,
June 2-3.
Pequa, Lancaster Co.,
June 2 and 3.
At the home of Bro. Jonas Kreider near
Annville, Lebanon county, . . . . J u n e 6-7.
Lykens Valley at the Free Grace church,
Friday and Saturday,
June 8 and 9.
Millersburg Station.
Gratersford
June 9-10.

3423 North

2d St.,

Philadelphia.

From Sister R. J. Landes.

''Stand fast therefore in the liberty
wherewith Christ hath made us free and
be not entangled again with the yoke of
bondage" (Gal. v. 1). . While reading the
VISITOR this blessed Sabbath day I w a s
much impressed to write some praise and
testimony, as it does our hearts good to
read what others enjoy and experience.
Maryland.
I praise God that we can stand fast in
Ringgold,
June 2 and 3.
.A general invitation to attend these meetthe liberty wherewith we were set free.
ings is extended.
Those whom the Son makes free are free
indeed; but truly we must watch and pray
Ohio.
that we are not entangled with the yoke
West Milton, Highland M. H., May 31 and
of bondage for we see the spirit is in the
June 1. All are invited.
Wayne county, at Sippo M- H.,. J u n e 2-3.
world saying this matters not and that
( F r o m the East stop at Massillon, thence
matters not, and yet God's word teaches
via Wabash to Sippo. A special invitation
just as much as ever against being unis extended to ministers and a general inviequally yoked together with unbelievers.
tation to all.)
There are many ways to be unequally yokIndiana.
ed together. T h e second epistle of John
Nappanee,
June 16-17.
( A cordail invitation is extended.)
says, "If any come and bring not this doctrine
bid him not Godspeed for he that
Kansas.
biddeth him Godspeed is partaker of his
Clay County,
June 9 and 10.
evil deeds." Oh, may God give wisdom
Michigan.
to know his will and then "Launch out
Greenwood, R. R. St. Yale,
June 9.
into the deep, where the full tides flow."
Ministers specially invited.
Not hold to this world's goods as though
New
York.
we were to stay here, but give freely t o Clarence Center,
June 9.
wards the cause of Christ and the saving
of souls we must believe Christ's coming
Ontario.
Wainfleet,
June 2. is near, and many souls yet to save.
Markham,
.'
June 2.
I just noticed to-day of the young broNottawa,
June 9.
ther
inquiring about the church governWaterloo ( a t Rosebank M. H . ) , . . J u n e 16.
ment as to taking photographs. This is only
(R. R. station, Petersburg.)
one of the things where money is spent for
T h e eastern delegates to conference are
that which is not bread, and so much needinvited to attend the Valley chapel Love
Feast, Canton, Ohio.
ed for missionary work and for poor and
•m •
1
needy. God shows me these things so imLetters.
portant—that we must give an account of
how we spend money for pride, or anyFrom Philadelphia
Mission.
thing that is not for a necessary purpose,
Greeting in Jesus' name. T h e baptism
either on our bodies or houses, as truly all
of April 28, with the Love Feast are in the we have in this world is lent to us, to be
past again. T e n were willing t o be led
faithful stewards over it,, and do good unto
into the rolling stream. A n d we had a
others. If God would not bless us with
very nice feast; while there were not so
health and rain and sunshine what would
many brethren and sisters here from a diswe have? I want to lay up treasures in
tance there being so many other engageheaven where moth doth not corrupt n o r
ments t o keep them away, yet we felt love
thieves break through and steal. I praise
was prevailing among us. Just a day beGod that I feel in my heart if I were to
fore Love Feast we laid away our dear
have my choice of giving all I possess of
young sister. Lizzie Fleming. She was in
worldly possessions or Christ, truly Christ
the prime of life, yet it pleased the Lord
would be my choice for he is a friend that
to call her away, but she gave us a bright
sticketh closer than a brother. All these
testimony that she is going to rest from
earthly possessions will pass away but
her labors. T h e family is in poor circumChrist
Jesus will go with us over t o o u r
stances through much and prolonged sickhome in heaven. I want to be a worker
ness. T h e support came out of the misfor the L o r d ; I want to be a worker everysion for funeral expenses, and while the
day till Jesus comes.
mission is depending upon God's people,
I wrote this to obey God and prayed God
may some be led to help, us along in this
to direct me while writing as I felt my inexpense of our sister. W e preach a clean
ability very much, but God has promised
gospel. W e tell them to cut loose from all
if we ask we shall receive.
secret organizations and insurance and as
Abilene,
Kans.
they obeyed we must also obey. W e have
many poor members in this body; some are
From Sister Lydia
Williams.
suffering with the same disease not knowing how soon we may have to suffer again.
I noticed in VISITOR of May 15, on page
If one member suffers we should all be
3, that a young Kansas brother makes inwilling to suffer with him. T h e sister's
quiry as t o the present attitude of t h e
sickness was consumption. T h e father is
church towards members having their phoalso failing fast with the same disease.
tograph taken. As I have also been led
H e is a brother in the church, and while I
that way, and about a week ago was deeply
am again pleading for t h e poor the pasimpressed to write an article on the subsage of Scripture comes t o m e where J e ject, and feeling more convicted after I
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noticed this young b r o t h e r s inquiry I could
not shrink an}' longer, but feel to discharge
my duty.
I do not want to hurt any one's feelings,
but only to state that it is not safe to take
man for our guide. I remember especially
one sister express her great desire to have
her baby's picture taken—then the idol of
her heart—but she could not feel reconciled
in doing so. T h a t was over fourteen years
ago, but at the present time that same sister, seemingly can freely sit down and have
her own photograph taken.
It is about twenty years since I had mine
taken the last time. I was unconverted
then, yet God convicted me that it was
wrong, and I said this is the last time.
And when we break our promises to God
we become weaker, and after a while we
can easily do those things which we once
felt are wrong.
My advice to the young brother is, keep
to the church rules. T h e outside world
does not look for God's professed children
to spend their money in the same way as
they do. If we do those things we are
perhaps keeping many back who should
be Christians. Spend not your money for
that which is not bread. Can we spend
three or four dollars for photographs, and
perhaps have only half as much for mission work? God help us to weigh the matter, and let us be careful on this line—myself included.
If we listen to that still sma-ll voice
within us it will tell us to give our money
to some one that is perhaps neglected and
poor, or some one that can never take a
trip to other districts and visit his brethren. Let us be careful and spend our
money in such a way that the world may
see we have been with Jesus and have
learned of him.
Elgin Mills, Ont.
Evil speaking is a special snare to those
who have received special gifts of grace.
Censoriousness is the besetting sin of the
sanctified. A watch, therefore, should be
set upon the lips, for no man is perfect
whose tongue is not kept from evil. Christian perfection magnifies the grace of God
that is able to keep from stumbling in wori?
as well as in deed.—Chadwick.
From Sister Maria
to Africa.

Werkman,

Missionary

Dear Readers of the VISITOR:
I greet you in Jesus' name.
May
the grace of the Father and of Jesus the
Son rest upon you all, is my prayer. First
of all, I do praise God for his guiding
hand since I left my Kansas home, and also
before, as some of the brethren and sisters
were very helpful to me, both in the temporal and spiritual things. I realize that
many prayers ascended to a throne of
grace for me since I left; and may God
richly bless all for their labor of love, for
we know that our labor is not in vain if
we are in the order of the Lord at all times,
for the Lord has promised he will not
leave nor forsake his children. Therefore
we K can be encouraged at all times. Though
man may turn against us God will never.
O how encouraged I do feel to know that
my redeemer liveth, that I have such a
strong arm to lean upon.
A s . I traveled from place to place and
came in contact with the many different
faiths, and the many different ways it made
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my heart burn within me to think that
some want to be the children of God and
are trying to deceive man. But, bless God,
we cannot deceive him who has eyes like a
flame of fire and looks into the very hearts
of men.
Some come, as the Scripture says, in
sheep's clothing while inwardly they are
ravening wolves. O, let us examine ourselves and see whether we are right with
our heavenly Father or not. If we are
not willing to come according to the word
of God, he says we are none of his Bless
his holy name for a full and free salvation,
and for a straight way where nothing that
is defiled can walk in. It is only the pure
in heart that shall see God. O, I do praise
God this beautiful morning for such a clean
way. Man may laugh and scoff at us but
God is not mocked, and he will punish such
sooner or later.
May God bless all his little ones wherever they may be on land or on sea, and
may we all throw out such a light to
those with whom we come in contact, that
thej' may feel by our conduct and conversation that we have been to that heavenly
fountain, and have partaken of the same,
and that we truly rejoice in this that God
has counted us worthy to gather us unto
the fold: that we are now safe from all
harm. But should there be yet any grudge
or lack of love within our hearts let us go
to the Lord Jesus Christ that he may
cleanse us of all that is not of God but of
the evil one who is the devil, who seeks
to devour such that want their own way.
W e cannot read in God's word about
living for Christ in a half-hearted way.
I, for myself, do praise his dear name.
W e must be tried as gold through the fire,
and must be as pure as Christ is. O, let us
consider this matter and see where we
stand. There are but two sides to stand
on either to the right or to the left. W e
can choose for ourselves but let us choose
the right side which is God. W e are truly
in sifting times, when the wheat and t h e
chaff shall be separated.
Bless God, we have not always to stay
in this world of trials and temptations!
H e has a better place prepared for those
that are upright in heart; and we who
truly have built our house upon the rock
have a foretaste of heaven, if we are in ord e r ; but if we only look about us and see
others' faults and not our own we do not
enjoy ourselves so much. Let us be born
again so that we can see clearly before we
try to lead others, for the word of God
teaches us if the blind lead the blind then
both shall fall into the ditch. I have also
seen it so. O, let us walk in the steps of
our Savior and not after man, for man's
arms will fail us as I tried it in my beginning. But now I am entirely trusting
in God, and I find he is the only safe
refuge.
O, I see that so many are only standing
and looking out into the ocean of love,
and others are around the shore where the
surf and slime will again overtake them.
Let us all cut loose the shore line and not
be afraid to launch out into the great deep,
for God will bless us more and more.
I must tell some of our visits in H a r r i s burg. Sister Lydia Heisey and myself
were to visit the prison and the poorhouse.
Our hearts did bleed within us as we beheld the sights. So many poor crippled—
some that were bed-fast, and others that

it
could not walk, but some were truly happy
in the Lord, and were encouraged to go on.
As we left they asked us to pray for them.
Although they cannot enjoy life as we do,
I praise God that I could feel that they enjoy this sweet soul-rest more than some
do who make such a high profession. Dear
friends, I speak from my heart, for do not
our spirits blend if we are in the right attitude before God.? It is food to our
souls. O, I could leap for joy this beautiful morning. I am truly getting encouragement and food for my soul from the
dear brethren and sisters here in H a r r i s burg. They are all filled with the love of
God in their hearts. They do not find
fault with one another. They seem to look
to God and all is right. Christ said by
their fruits ye shall know them, and those
are our fruits. O, let us look to God and
not follow after man or we will fail.
Well, bless God, we will soon sail on our
long voyage for dark Africa. On the 26th,
the Lord willing, we will take ship in New
York. May all those of God's true people
pray for us as we cross the great deep.
May God bless you all. Amen.
' W a l k i n g with patience where the way is
rough,
Resting in quiet when the storm is nigh,
Knowing that love divine is strong enough
T o bear- me up as weary days go b y :
Trusting that sorrow is but love's disguise.
And all withholding yet another way
Of making richer by what love denies—
So grows the soul a little day by day."
Harrisburg,

Pa., May 16, 1006.

From Sister Annie

Doner.

I praise God this afternoon for saving a
poor sinner like me. Being often convicted of sin I purposed in my heart to
start for the kingdom. God soon gave me
power to obey my conviction and by humbly seeking his pardon I received the peace
the world knows nothing of. I can say—
" W h e n I was willing with all things to
part, he gave me my bounty—his love in
my heart."
I know he is my Savior, sanctifier, healer
and coming king.
Let us keep humble and on the morn of
the first resurrection we can tell the story—
Saved by grace.
Cashtown,
Ont.
Paul, one of the greatest men and greatest saints whose life ever adorned the doctrine which he preached is, after all, like
John, our "brother, and companion in tribulation" (Rev. i. 9 ) , a great strenuous human spirit, and not a sentimental impossible plaster saint. And Paul would be first
to say with „the angel before whom holy
John fell down: "See thou do it n o t ! for
I am thy fellow servant, and of thy brethren the prophets, and of them which keep
the sayings of this book: worship God"
(Rev. xxii. 9 ) .
George Fox, the Quaker, said: " I knew
Jesus, and he was ever precious to my soul;
but I found something within me that
would not keep sweet and patient and kind.
I did what I could to keep it down, but it
was t h e r e ; I besought Jesus to do something for me, and when I gave him my
will he came to my heart, and took out
all that would not be kind, all that would
not be patient, and then he shut the door."
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A S o u t h Africa L e t t e r .
NEW

PRIMROSE/ P .

O. GERMISTON,

SOUTH AFRICA, April 8, igo6.
DEAR READERS OP T H E VISITOR :—"He

that

goeth forth and weepeth, bearing precious
seed, shall doubtless come again with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with him."
I thank God to-day for the wonderful
promises in his word for they are food to
my soul.
I feel impressed to-day to write a little
how God is working in our midst. W e
truly love the work whereunto God has
called us and we do feel so blessed in dealing out the bread of life to those in darkness. Last Sabbath, as my little boy had
a bad cold, I could not go out to the
Compounds so I went t o my secret closet
in prayer while my husband and the native
evangelist went to preach the gospel. They
left the house about 8 o'clock and returned
near two. W e have from seven to eight and
nine meetings in the Compounds before
we return home every Sunday, and our
work is increasing. W e go now to the
Germiston prison also after we finish in the
Compounds on Sunday morning.
And as I was in my secret closet God
met me there in power and I asked him to
revive my soul, beginning in our hearts and
send us a revival in this dark land of sin.
Oh, the darkness is so great and- we need
a revival so m u c h ! My God heard my
prayer and surely my soul is revived and
Jesus is working wonderfully in our midst,
and God is answering our prayer every day.
Hallelujah!
Last Sunday in our chapel God met with
us in power. H e sent in a large number
of natives and after the message was delivered husband asked how many want God
to have his way in their hearts, and we got
down to pray and every soul in the house,
I believe, turned his face toward heaven and
the power of God was felt, conviction was
on souls and some cried out for help. W e
are praying and believing God for a mighty
outpouring of his Spirit upon this people.
Oh dear readers of the VISITOR, these are
glorious days to our souls; God is answering prayer for Africa. I believe the revival is coming to this dark continent.
T h e last few months our work has been
pressing us sometimes almost beyond measure, so much that we had not time to have
our secret prayer each day as we would
like to have, but still I often would breathe
a prayer to God to undertake somehow,
for us and he knew the heart and heard
the prayer, and to-day our souls are on fire
for God. W e love the work very much.
These dear black-skinned people lie very
near our hearts. Oh help us pray for a revival all over Africa among the white people as well as the black.
Another subject of our prayers just
comes to me which I suppose would be interesting to the readers of the VISITOR.
Quite a few months ago a Catholic lady
wrote for the VISITOR and spoke about our
being a help to her. A few months after
she wrote she did not care for us s* much,
but took other company. W e did not cease
praying for her though she did not care
for our company. Often when tempted
and tried she would come to our little home
and say, "Will you please pray for m e ? "
Praise God, one day this dear lady took ill
while she was teaching school and at the
same time I was suffering with inflamma-
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tory rheumatism in my limbs, and could
scarcely get about. When I heard she was
ill I could not sit in my home any longer. I
got husband t o help me down our steps
and I went across to see her and when she
heard me come she was glad. There she
was in bed, ill, and I helped her what I
could and then went home to make her
something to eat. God healed me and then
she got better in a few days. Thinking she
was teaching again I found she was worse
again, and about twelve o'clock one day
she came in being ill. She came to tell me
she is going to Johannesburg now. When
she sat down she told me some of her
trouble till she was very ill. Then she lay
down and went to sleep. After she awoke
husband and I brought her bed and kept
her here in our sitting room two weeks,
and while here she confessed she tried to
run away from us some, but God brought
her back and she said now I am going to
change my whole life. She is no more a
Catholic but wants to be a Protestant and
wants to really know God. T h e t w o weeks
she stayed with us, while she was ill in bed,
every evening before we would retire for
the night she would say now please have
your prayers by my bed side. She has a
prayer book and said she always prays in
secret and said she does not know if ever
she could pray aloud. Many talks and
many prayers went to the throne in her
behalf that God would save her soul and
make a missionary out of her. Many times
she said I believe God wants me in missionary work. She says I want God's will,
and longs for an opening in the mission
in which we are working. At present she
is with her sister, and writes me some nice
letters that God is with her, but she has a
hard struggle with the devil. Oh, do help
pray that she may come out more than
conqueror for she will make a useful
worker in his service if the devil does not
trip her. Oh it is so hard to let go of h e r
Catholicism, for she is much thought of in
her church* in Africa and England.
Your sister in him,
MRS.

JACOB L E H M A N .

The saved should say so.

A n Old S e r m o n W i t h a N e w T e x t .
[A characteristic poem by George Macdonald, the beloved writer who has just
passed away.]
My wife contrived a fleecy thing
H e r husband to infold,
For 'tis the pride of woman true
T o cover from the cold:
My daughter made it a new text
For a sermon very old.
The child came trotting to her side,
Ready with bootless aid,
"Lily will make one for papa,"
The tiny woman said.
H e r mother gave the needful things,
And a knot upon the thread.
"The

knot, m a m m a !
It won't come
through,
Mamma ! mamma !" she cried.
H e r mother cut away the knot,
And she was satisfied,
Pulling the long thread through and
through
In fabricating pride.
Her mother told me this. It gave
A glimpse of something m o r e :
Great meanings often hide themselves
With little words before;
And I brooded over this new text,
Till the seed a sermon bore.
Nannie, to you I preach it now—
A little sermon low:
Is it not thus a thousand times,
As through the world we go?
Do we not pull and fret, and say
Instead of "Yes, Lord," " N o ? "
Yet all the rough things that we meet,
Which will not move a jot,—
The hindrances to heart and feet—
The Crook in every Lot,—
W h a t mean they but that every thread
H a s at the end a knot?
For circumstance is God's great web—
H e gives it free of cost:
But men must help to make it clothes .
T o shield their hearts from frost:
Shall we, because the thread holds fast,
Think all our labor lost?
If he should cut away the knot,
And yield each fancy wild,
T h e hidden life within our hearts—
His life, the undefiled—
Would fare as ill as I should fare
From the needle of my child.
For as the cordage to the sail,
As to my verse the rhyme,
As mountains to the low green earth,
So fair, so hard to climb,
As call of striking clock amid
T h e quiet flow of time.

T h e Tobacco U n i o n .
( T u n e : Heavenly Union.)
Tobacco is a noxious weed;
It was old Satan sowed the seed:
'Twill scent your pockets, stain
clothes,
And make a chimney of your nose.
If you will join the Union.
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your

Come, old and young, and hear me tell,
H o w strong tobacco smokers smell;
They love to smoke their pipe so well
That for tobacco they will sell
Their right to Christian union.
They clean their pipe-stems with a wire,
Pill up the bowls and put on fire:
They smoke until it doth expire,
And yet they never seem to tire
Of this tobacco Union.
Sometimes the chew's so big within
T h e juice runs out and stains the chin,
And then they talk and laugh and grin
About their small tobacco sin
. Within this filthy Union.
O ! human souls, all stained with sin,
From filthiness, without, within,
Go "cleanse yourselves" then be made
clean,
By him who reigns and rules supreme;
Then talk of heavenly Union.
—Sel. by Mary Macklin.

As blows from sculptor's mallet on
T h e marble's dawning face,
Such are God's Yea and Nay unto
T h e spirit's growing grace;
So work his making hands with what
Does and does not take place.
AVe know no more the things we need
T h a n child to choose his food;
W e know not what we shall be yet,
So we know not present good;
For God's ideal who but God
Hath ever understood?
This is my sermon. It is preached
Against all useless strife.
Strive not with anything that is—
T o cut it with thy knife.
A h ! be not angry with the knot
That holdeth fast thy life.
Selected by F . Elliott.

Irresolution in the penitent, like
lukewarmness in the saint, soon becomes more pernicious and hopeless
than a decided state of denial and rejection.—Selected.

June I, 1905.]
A Different Look.
(Concluded from page 10.)
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from which he awoke to smile into the
beautiful face of his new mother.
A few months later, when a little
sister was born, Alice said to Harold:
"Your papa and I want you to have
your choice of names for the baby.
What will you call her?"
After a short silence, he looked up
and said, "If you are willing, mamma,
let us call her Love."
And that became her name.—From
Christian Witness and Advocate of
Bible Holiness, Published by request.

"Harold, dear boy, where do you
feel sick?" asked his mother, tenderly,
but he had sunk into insensibility.
This was the beginning of a long and
serious illness, and for many weary
days and nights he raved in delirium,
his oft-repeated cry being:
"If she would look at me as she
looks at Ray! If she would only kiss
me once!"
Day after day his stepmother watchThe Secret of a Beautiful Life.
ed over him, and her touch was so
tender that occasionally he seemed to
We all want to make our lives beaurealize that she was near, ministering tiful. At least, one who has no such
to him in love, for he would whisper,. desire is not living worthily. We are
"I thought her look was different! But God's children, and should live as
—I must have dreamed it!"
those who have heaven's glory in their
Then she would say, slowly and dis- soul. We have within us immortal
tinctly, "No, dear, you did not dream possibilities, and he is as dead who
it. The look is different! Your new does not strive to realize the beauty
mother loves you."
that is folded up in his life.
But he did not comprehend, and
A beautiful life is one that fulfills
would again rave as before. "Malta, its mission. "Every man's life is a
you are my only friend! No one loves plan of God," is a familiar saying. One
such an ugly fellow as I am!"
who attains that for which he was
The boy did not recognize his fa- made, lives beautifully. Completeness
ther, and his constantly-repeated cry is beauty. The meaning of the Greek
for "one kind look" pierced the heart word for "sin" is, missing the mark.
of Claude Russell. "How we have The aim is to keep God's commandmisunderstood the poor boy, dying for ments, to do God's will, to realize
lack of kindness and tenderness. God God's purpose. We miss the mark,
and the beauty is marred. "Transforgive us!"
"God forgive me! He craved my gression" is a like word, meaning
love, and until now I have had none stepping out of the path, over the
for him. If God spares his life, how boundary, that is, not walking as God
shall I not more than make up—but directs, failing to live according to the
see, Claude! Reason has come back divine plan and pattern. Thus the
words which describe wrong doing,
to him ! See his eyes !"
all suggest marring, spoiling, the failKneeling beside the sick child, she
ure to fulfill the perfect design. We
kissed his brow over and over, speakneed not seek to do large things, the
ing gentle, loving words to him, words
greatest thing for any human life in
for which he had long hungered.
this world is God's will. That is the
"Harold darling! Mother's boy! only true beauty..
He must get well, and see how every
Many people let themselves be deone loves him! My dear, dear child!"
feated almost habitually. It is hard
The dark eyes were at first filled
to restrain temper, and appetite in
with wonder, then with intense joy.
' youth, and the youth gives up the
"Then I didn't dream it! It is realstruggle, and yields to the indulgence.
ly true! The look is different!" he
Thus at the very beginning the battle
whispered.
is lost,, and oftimes all life afterwards
"It is true, precious boy! The look carries the debilitating effect. Pitiable
will always be different now," she an- indeed is the weakness of the vanquishswered, smoothing his hair with gentle ed spirit in the face of temptation,
touch.
duty, toil and sorrow. But it is possiHarold had never addressed her by ble for us always to be overcomers.
name before, but now he said, "Mam- We may be victorious in our struggles
ma ! mamma! There is love in your with temptation, keeping ourselves uneyes ! Now I can die—happy
"
spotted from the world. We may so
"O no, dear, you are going to get relate ourselves to our conditions and
.well, and be our comfort, and always our circumstances that we shall be
be our happy boy—because we love master, not slave, that our very hinyou!"
drances shall become helps.
And the boy, satisfied and happy,
God puts his children in no condifell into a long and untroubled sleep, tions in which he does not mean them
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to live sweetly and victoriously. So
in any circumstances we may be "more
than conquerors through him that loved us," if we are not we are living below our privilege as Christians. The
secret of blessing in trial lies in aquiescence. This takes out of it its bitterness and its poison, and makes it a
blessing to us.
The lesson of victoriousness is one
of the secrets of a beautiful life. It
makes us master everywhere and in
all things.
Come what may, we are not overcome. Nothing hurts us; all things
help us. The common antagonisms
of life build themselves into a ladder,
up which we climb, step by step, nearer
God and nearer heaven. Christ was
victorious in his life, and so may we
be if we put our feet ever in the prints
of his shoes.
—Selected by Anne Eshelman.
A Lesson i n Courtesy.

"Why can't you be nice and polite
like Tommy?" said a mother to her
little boy. You never hear him saying anything saucy."
"Maybe," answered the boy, soberly, "it's because he's got such a polite
mamma."
A mother had need one evening to
pass between the light and her little
son, says "Christian Work." With
sweet^ grave courtesy, .she said, "Will
you excuse me , dear, if I pass between
you and the light?"
He looked up and said, "What made
you ask me that, mother?"
"Because, dear," she answered, "it
would be rude to do it without speaking. I would not think of not speaking if it had been Mr. F. (the minister), and surely I would not be ruder
to my own boy."
The boy thought a moment, and
then asked, "Mother, what ought I say
back?"
"What do you think would be
nice?"
He studied over it a while and then
said, "Would it be nice to say, "Sure
you can."
This was the mother's time to say
"That would be nice, but how would
you like to say, just as Mr. F. would,
'Certainly ?' It means the same thing,
you know."
That little lad, now a young man,
in college, is remarked for his neverfailing courtesy. A friend said of him
the other day, "It's second nature to
W. to be polite." The mother smiled
as she thanked God in her heart for
the grace that had helped her to be
unfailingly courteous to her boy.—
Common People.
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The Sunday-School.
(Continued from page
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OBITUARIES.

n.)

Since it belongs to the church, the officers and responsible members should give
it moral, personal and financial support.
They should direct it rather than stand off
and point out its faults.
Since it is for Bible study, the Bible
should be conspicuously used by all, Superintendent and teacber should plan program so as to require its use.
If a service, then Scripture reading, prayer and praise are essential. Scripture reading—in unison, from memory, by volunteers, related to the theme of the day, brief.
Prayer—not long, by different persons, in
line with the day's theme, simple, distinct,
hearty and sincere. Some standard hymns,
some gospel songs, good leadership.
And since it is a teaching service the office
of the teacher needs to be magnified, by
special training, by weekly meetings, by
public recognition (why not with laying on
of hands?)
2. Where did the Sunday-school
come
from?
Ask Abraham, and Moses, and Elisha,
the custodians of the Hebrew law, the keepers of the synagogue, the early Christians,
the patrons of the catechism in the Reformation period. Ask Raikes and Wesley
and Paxton and Trumbull and Moody and
scores of noble souls who have put heartsweat and blood-sweat into this world—
wide effort to teach the ever-living word
of the ever-living God to the multitudes of
people grouped into schools and classes.
3. How promote its utility?
By making the Great Teacher our example. H e practiced what he preached;
used his eyes and ears to good advantage
and grew; lived a life of prayer and useful
activity. H e taught as one having authority, with great simplicity, directness,
and compassion. H e was the Master of
illustration: told stories, called parables;
valued the importance of personal contact,
and exalted the word of God.
W e have, in the Sunday-school, a great
opportunity, a great obligation. Let us enter into our heritage!

The charm of heaven will be the
Lord's presence. "Where I am, ye
shall be also." We shall see his face
and be forever with him. What would
not men give if some old manuscripts
might turn up with new stories of his
wondrous life, new parables as charming as those of the good shepherd and
the prodigal son, new beatitudes, new
discourses like that on the vine? God
might have permitted this. But what
would it be in comparison with all that
lies before? The past has lost much,
but the future holds infinitely more.
We shall see new gospels enacted before our eyes, behold Christ as a real
visible person in the glory of divine
manhood, hear him speak to us as his
friends, and shall know what he meant
when he promised to give himself and
come forth to serve his servants.
MARRIAGES.
L E H M A N — E Y E R . — M r . Ray C. Lehman, son of brother and sister H . B. Lehman, and Miss Mary Belle Eyer, daughter
of brother and sister Isaac Eyer, were
united in the holy bonds of matrimony on
the evening of April 19, 1906, at the home
of the bride's parents in Glendale, Arizona,
Rev. O. J. Beaver, of the German Baptist
Church, officiating.

MOIST.—Sister Sarah E. Moist, wife
of brother Levi L. Moist, and daughter of
Joseph and Lucinda Davidson, was born in
Fayette county, Pa., Feb. 10, 1858. After a
severe and continued sickness she died at
her home near West Milton, O., April 4,
1906, aged 48 years, 1 month and 25 days.
She was the fifth of a family of nine children. H e r father, one sister and one
brother preceded her to the spirit world.
Sister Moist was converted and united
with the church early in life; was a faithful member until called to her reward.
Funeral services at the Highland church
were conducted by Elder J. B. Wingert, assisted by brothers Harvey Miller and
Samuel Cassel. (Through the miscarriage
of a letter the appearance of this obituary
was delayed.)
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three sisters and four brothers, with many
relatives and friends to mourn his early
departure. During his sickness he sought
peace and found it to the joy of his
heart. H e was received into church fellowship May 5, 1905. H e seemed interested in the welfare of others and talked
to his brothers and sisters about meeting
him with Jesus. Services were conducted
in the Dunkard meeting house by B. F.
Hoover, of Mansfield, Ohio. Text, Heb.
xiii. 14. Interment in adjoining cemetery.
His trials, now are all past,
H e is calmly resting in pea'ce,
And time is fleeing so fast,
With us it soon shall cease.
Oh, let us all take warning,
And do like he did, prepare,
For God may call in the morning.
To take us all up there.
JENNIE

MOSEY.—Sister Nancy Mosey, relict of
the late Henry Mosey, of New Cumberland. Pa., died May 7, 1906, at the Messiah Home, Harrisburg, Pa., of dropsy and
heart failure, aged 78 years, 4 months and
6 days. She was a member of the Brethren in Christ church, and an inmate of
the Messiah Home for nearly two years.
She suffered much distress during the last
weeks of her life, which she bore with patient resignation, looking for her release
in the Lord's own time. Several brothers,
sisters, nephews and nieces and many
friends are left to mourn her departure.
Funeral service, conducted by the brethren. George Detwiler and S. R. Smith,
was held at the Messiah Home, May 9.
Burial took place in St. John's cemetery
near Shiremanstown, Pa. Text (her own
choosing) Psalm xxxiv. 19.
F E R V I D A.—Minnie Vandicoy, nowFervida, was born in Friesland, Netherlands,
Dec. 1, 1841, died April 25, 1906, aged 64
years. 4 months and 24 days. In 1863 she
united in marriage with Baker Fervida.
T o this union were born four children, one
son and three daughters. One daughter
preceded her to the spirit world, leaving
husband, one son and two daughters, one
stepson, seventeen grand children and four
great-grandchildren to mourn the loss of a
kind, affectionate mother and wife, but
which we hope is her eternal gain. She
was converted in 1864 and united with the
Presbyterian church and remained faithful.
She came to America in September, 1868,
and located on the farm where they now
reside. She chose Psa. xxiii. for her
funeral text. Service was conducted at
the Brick church by John A. Stump, assisted by Rev. D. D. Spangler, of the
Evangelical Association.
Interment
in
cemetery near by.
B R U B AKER.—Harriet
Amelia
Brubaker, the little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Reuben Brubaker, was born July 31, 1905,
and died April 17, 1906, aged 8 months
and 17 days. Her sickness was due to
lung pneumonia, which lasted but three
short days. This little plant had only
budded on earth when God needed it to fill
a vacant place in the heavenlv flower bed.
May the sad hearts that mourn the departure of this little one be reconciled to
him who knows and does all things well.
A host of friends join in sympathy with
the bereaved family. The funeral was held
Wednesday afternoon,
brother
Samuel
Whisler officiating, when she was laid to
rest in her little soft white bed in the
Chestnut Grove cemetery to await the coming of her Savior.
"Yes, darling, thou hast..left u s ;
Gone beyond the azure dome;
Kindly did the angels lead you,
To a fairer, better home."
B R U N D A G E — C h a r l e s Irwin Brundage,
of near Nappanee, Indiana, was born February 15. 1884, died May 9, 1906, aged 22
years, 2 months and 24 days. One brother
and one infant sister preceded him to the
spirit world. H e leaves father, mother,
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BROWN.—James Brown was born in
Vaugn township, Ontario, August 9, 1829,
died May 9, 1906, in Elkhart county, Ind.
He, with his parents moved on the farm
on which he died, in 1839. H e was married to Sarah Stump, December 22, 1853.
To this union were born eight children;
four boys and four girls. Four children
have preceded him to the home above. H e
leaves a wife and four children: James,
Jacob, Daniel and Lida Mishler.
One
daughter, Mrs. Vandever was buried only
a few days over a week before his death.
H e also leaves fourteen grandchildren and
two great-grandchildren, two brothers and
two sisters. He, with his wife, united with
the Brethren in Christ church in 1883. H e
has been a faithful member, an affectionate
father and a kind friend to^ all who knew
him. Funeral services were conducted by
Elder B. F. Hoover, of Mansfield, Ohio.
Text, Job. v. 26. Interment in the Gravelton cemetery.
"Weep not that his toils are over,
Weep not that his race is run,
God grant we may rest as calmly,
When our work like his is done.
"Till then we yield with gladness,
Our father to him to keep,
And rejoice in the sweet assurance
H e giveth this loved one sleep."
FLEMING.—God, in his wise providence, has removed from our midst sister
Lizzie Fleming. Our sister's death was
the first among the members of Philadelphia Mission. Our sister was received into the church nearly one year ago. She
was a model of patience in her long days
of suffering. Death to her was great
gain, as a trophy of her life here. T h e
rest of the family, father and mother, two
brothers and one sister, have since been
received into the church. She did not
meet her Savior empty-handed. The funeral
text was read from the Bible she read, the
Bible she loved. On its blank pages our
sister had penciled the following w o r d s :
When the last moments come
O watch my dying face,
To catch the bright seraphic glow,
On which each feature plays.
Then to my enraptured ear.
Let one sweet song be given,
Let Jesus cheer me last on earth,
And greet me first in heaven.
When
Roll
Break
Let

the cold and sluggish drops
off my marble brow,
forth in songs of joy fulness
heaven begin below.

Then close my sightless eyes,
And lay me down to rest,
And clasp my cold and icy hands,
Upon my lifeless breast.
Then around my senseless form,
Assemble those I love;
Then sing of heaven's delightful joy.
My glorious home above.
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